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Outlook 2017:
Global Equities

01

 – We expect the current cyclical 
upswing to continue into 2017, as 
ongoing economic improvement is 
bolstered by proactive fiscal policies.

 – The environment remains littered 
with political pitfalls that are almost 
certain to generate volatility next year.

 – As the ‘low volatility’ bubble unwinds, 
bottom-up stockpickers1 will see a 
larger array of opportunities emerge.

In what is likely to be a volatile 2017 for markets, there should 
be plenty of opportunities for global stockpickers as the 
cyclical upswing continues.

2016 was a challenging year for global investors, characterized by a high degree of 
macroeconomic and political uncertainty. 

Markets shrugged off political uncertainty
In the first half of the year, concern about the pace of global growth and ongoing, aggressive 
monetary stimulus combined to drive continued outperformance of the so-called ‘bond 
proxies’2. Utilities, telcos and REITS were the best-performing sectors in the S&P500. 

From June onwards, politics began to dominate investor attention, with Brexit, the US 
election, and the forthcoming European elections impacting market sentiment. 

Despite the unfavorable backdrop, global equity markets delivered reasonable returns. 
As of the end of November the MSCI ACWI Index had risen around 6% in US dollar terms. 

A key driver of that return has been the gradual, yet undeniable, improvement in underlying 
economic indicators. Recovery in the US economy has been ongoing, with employment 
and housing data remaining robust. Monetary easing seems, slowly, to be having a positive 
impact in Europe. Stimulatory policies in China have clearly contributed to a recovery in 
commodity and energy prices. Out-of-favor sectors in cyclical areas3 – materials, energy, 
industrials, but also financial stocks – have outperformed wider indices in recent months 
as investors have begun to recognize that economic fundamentals may not be so bad. 
All in all, there has been a shift in investor sentiment since the middle of the year from one 
of caution, to one of cautious optimism.

Cyclical improvement to continue
The global cyclical upswing looks set to run further into 2017, supported by pro-active 
fiscal policies from the new US president. Donald Trump’s aggressive infrastructure and tax 
cutting agenda may yet be watered down in Congress, but we consider it highly likely that 
much of it will make it through, with material implications for US growth and earnings. 

A $600 billion infrastructure package could add around 0.25% to US growth, while a cut in 
the corporate tax rate from 35% to 15% could add 10% to US earnings growth for 2018. 
Given that US earnings per share4 have not grown for three consecutive years, the current 

Alex Tedder – Head and CIO of Global and US Equities
Simon Webber – Lead Portfolio Manager, Global & International Equities

“The current momentum in 
the US economy, boosted 
by the proposed Trump 
agenda, could deliver 
double-digit earnings growth 
in both 2017 and 2018.”

1  Bottom up investing is based on analysis of individual companies, whereby that company’s history, 
management, and potential are considered more important than general market or sector trends 
(as opposed to top down investing).

2  Sectors and stocks perceived to be safe havens, with lower earnings volatility and higher than average 
dividend yields.

3  Movements in cyclical stocks tend to be more closely tied to the economic cycle, usually performing best when 
growth is strong.
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momentum in the economy, boosted by the proposed Trump agenda, could deliver double-
digit earnings growth in both 2017 and 2018. That would be supportive of further gains in 
US equities. 

Debt doubts
The caveats, apart from a failure by Trump to follow through on his promises to revive 
growth, are numerous and mostly familiar. Global debt, largely due to central bank policies, 
has continued to rise at an alarming rate. Very low financing rates have propped up capacity 
growth in a raft of industries, and the unwinding of excess capacity could still have a long 
way to go. Bond yields, currently very depressed by central bank asset purchases, are now 
far less reliable than usual as indicators of growth and inflation dynamics. The recent rise in 
bond yields should therefore largely be seen as a normalisation, and not necessarily a sign 
of a dramatically different growth outlook.

Valuation vulnerability
Valuations globally remain unappealing, with most major markets trading above 10-year 
averages on earnings (the one clear exception being Japan). As interest rates begin to rise, 
it is likely that valuations will begin to compress: the US looks somewhat vulnerable in that 
respect. 

In contrast, Japan’s continuation of quantitative easing is likely to weaken the yen, boosting 
inflation and the competitiveness of Japanese industry. Equities here continue to look good 
value against bonds and could do very well in local currency terms.

Political risk
Politics remain a major risk for global equity markets in 2017. European politics will again be 
the focal point for investors over the coming months. Forthcoming elections in France, the 
Netherlands and Germany will be defining moments over the political leadership and 
the future of the eurozone. 

These elections will almost certainly cause swings in sentiment as we approach polling 
days. An unlikely but possible victory for the National Front in France would represent a 
major interruption for eurozone financial markets. Victory for the establishment parties in 
these countries will probably allow eurozone equities to climb a significant wall of worry, 
but any misstep could result in major disruption to bond and equity markets, not just in 
Europe but on a global basis.

Emerging markets
Politics are also likely to materially impact emerging market returns in 2017, albeit for 
very varied reasons. Latin American returns will be meaningfully impacted by Trump’s 
approach to protectionism, and to immigration. In China, policy measures are resulting in a 
restructuring of unproductive industries and a gradual re-balancing of the very large stock 
of debt. The outcome of these measures is uncertain. In India, politics have again detracted 
from a solid economic backdrop. 

Overall for emerging markets, politics and rising US rates could be a headwind, but 
fundamentals are broadly solid or improving. Real (inflation adjusted) rates are already 
much higher than in the developed world, and higher than they were at the time of the 
2013 ‘taper tantrum’5.

Thriving on change
In such a transitory phase for global equity markets, we believe industries that can prosper 
amid regime change will thrive. The continued growth and disruption offered by select 
internet platforms and technology enablers should not only help defend margins through 
bouts of uncertainty, but these companies could improve market penetration. 

4 The profi ts of a company attributed to each share, calculated by dividing profi ts after tax by the number of shares

5  ‘Taper tantrum’ refers to a surge in bond yields in 2013, which came as a response to the then-Federal Reserve 
Chair Ben Bernanke suggesting a tapering of quantitative easing.

Alex Tedder –
Head and CIO of Global 
and US Equities

Alex re-joined Schroders in July 2014 
as Head of Global Equities, having 
commenced his investment career at 
Schroders in 1990 with responsibility 
for promoting European Equity 
mandates alongside Schroders’ Private 
Equity operation. In 1994 he moved 
to Deutsche Asset Management Ltd, 
where he worked in various capacities 
including Managing Director and Head 
of International Equities / Portfolio 
Manager. Alex re-joined Schroders 
from American Century Investments in 
New York, where he worked from 2006 
as Senior Vice President and Senior 
Portfolio Manager (Global and Non-US 
Large Cap Strategies). 

“We view the unwinding 
of the low volatility bubble 
as likely to provide a 
number of opportunities 
to add to some very 
good companies.”
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The outlook is improving for banks meanwhile, with widespread cost cutting starting to pay 
off as regulators stop imposing capital and compliance costs. A better revenue environment 
is also emerging as nominal growth improves and rates move off their historic lows. 

Ultimately, given that our approach is firmly ‘bottom-up’ we view the unwinding of the low 
volatility bubble as likely to provide a number of opportunities to add to some very good 
companies across a range of sectors. It is likely that our portfolios will be more cyclical than 
in the recent past. However, given the uncertainties outlined above, a balanced approach 
from both a geographical and sector perspective would seem appropriate.

Outlook 2017: Global Equities

Simon Webber –
Lead Portfolio Manager, 
Global & International Equities

Simon joined Schroders in 1999, 
initially as a research analyst in the 
Global Technology Team. In 2001 he 
became a portfolio manager on the 
US Desk, specializing in technology 
and industrials. In 2002 he assumed 
analytical responsibilities for the 
US telecoms, media and software 
sectors. In 2004 he joined the Global 
and International Equities Team as 
a Global Sector Specialist and has 
covered multiple sectors including 
utilities, autos, telecoms and consumer 
discretionary. He became a portfolio 
manager for EAFE mandates in 2009 
and has managed the Global Climate 
Change strategy since its launch in 
2007. Simon is a CFA charterholder.
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Outlook 2017:
Multi-Asset

02

After several years of a persistently low growth environment, 
a renewed focus on fiscal policy in 2017 could revive hopes of 
stronger economic expansion.

We have increased our 2017 global GDP forecast to 2.8% on expectations of stimulus from 
the Trump administration and China, plus slightly better performance from countries such 
as the UK. Global inflation is likely to rise to 2.5%, possibly even 3%, as year-on-year 
energy price inflation will show a large rebound from the lows. 

Can fiscal policy revive growth?
More broadly, Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’1 is being questioned. We talked about 
quantitative easing fatigue last year as we felt that the limits of central bank policy had 
been reached. A new orthodoxy is emerging focused more on fiscal policy which could 
revive hopes of stronger growth. 

This outlook is supportive of the positions we established over the last six to 12 months: 
a shift into value stocks out of quality; an upgrade to Japanese equities, emerging market 
assets and commodities; a reduction in exposure to government bonds (duration) and an 
increase in our US dollar exposure.

The hunt for value
The low growth, low interest rate environment that has persisted for a number of years has 
resulted in extended valuations for higher quality parts of the market. Over the course of 
2016 we therefore began to rotate into value areas that have been out of favor recent years. 

We said at the time that patience may be needed to exploit these areas of value. However, 
as central bank influence on global markets diminishes, increasing investor focus on stock 
fundamentals could help to unlock the value of these under-owned stocks, boosting 
their prices.

Government bonds look priced for perfection
We see numerous risks ahead for government bonds. After several years in which bond 
markets have delivered strong performance, bonds now look priced for perfection and 
have become increasingly vulnerable to higher interest rate volatility.

What are the risks?
First, Trump’s protectionist stance casts a shadow over our emerging market exposure. 
Certainly he is likely to emphasise ‘fair trade’ over ‘free trade’ but whether that will take the 
form of tariffs remains to be seen. More concerning is that global trade growth remains 
absent, irrespective of Trump’s victory. For now we continue to own emerging market 
assets because they look cheap but we have hedged some of our exposure with long US 
dollar positions against lower yielding Asian currencies.

1  The term ‘invisible hand’ is a metaphor for how, in a free market economy, self-interested individuals operate 
through a system of mutual interdependence to promote the general benefi t of society.

Johanna Kyrklund – Global Head of Multi-Asset Investments

 – Fiscal stimulus from the US and 
China could lift expectations 
for global growth

 – A higher growth environment 
would be supportive for value 
areas of the market

 – Several risks remain, including the 
outlook for free trade globally.

“A new orthodoxy is 
emerging focused more 
on fiscal policy which 
could revive hopes of 
stronger growth.”
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Second, the selloff in government bonds and the strength of the US dollar are tightening 
monetary conditions in the US. We have talked before of the calibrating effect of bonds 
and currencies on growth which has so far obviated the need for aggressive monetary 
tightening by the Fed. With the US still the main growth engine of the world, we cannot 
afford for it to sputter.

Third, European politics could be the wildcard for 2017. With a number of significant 
elections, a clear anti-establishment mood and a dormant sovereign debt problem, 
we remain vigilant on this front and avoid European assets for now.

Johanna Kyrklund – Global Head 
of Multi-Asset Investments

Johanna Kyrklund joined 
Schroders in March 2007. She is 
Global Head of Multi-Asset 
Investments and a member of 
Schroders’ Global Asset 
Allocation Committee. Before 
joining Schroders, Johanna
specialized in asset allocation
strategies. She has worked at Insight
Investment and Deutsche Asset
Management. Johanna is a CFA
Charterholder and has a Degree in
Philosophy, Politics and Economics
from Oxford University.
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Outlook 2017:
US Multi-Sector Fixed Income

03

 – Going forward we expect markets 
to be characterized by a broader 
reflationary theme and increasing 
volatility as central banks step 
away from the markets.

 – Excess return potential within 
credit likely to be driven by careful 
issuer selection rather than a 
broad overweight to US credit.

 – Scarcity of yield globally could 
mean that spread sectors in the US 
will remain a focus for investors.

Politics and policy will drive markets in 2017.

The themes which defined the latter half of 2016 will likely continue to shape fixed income 
markets as 2017 takes over. A rise in global populism, exemplified by the historic Brexit vote 
as well as the US presidential election mark a fundamental shift in the investment backdrop 
for fixed income. Markets are transitioning away from an environment of excessive central 
bank stimulus, subdued inflation and austerity towards one of reflation and more expansive 
fiscal policy. With four major elections taking place in the Eurozone next year, we believe 
that the political shocks – and associated volatility – that have occurred in the US and UK 
are likely to continue into 2017. While the US was the center of the interest rate repricing in 
2016, European sovereign yields could lead the move higher in 2017.

The implications of a transition from monetary policy to fiscal policy for the various sectors 
loom large. While record low interest rates overseas have driven foreign investors into higher-
yielding US credit, any material change in interest rates abroad could have a meaningful 
impact on already-ordinary US credit valuations. Similarly, changes in domestic tax policy 
could diminish demand for the municipal market – with lower tax rates reducing the need to 
have tax-free income. 

It’s all about fiscal policy now 
The market reaction to the US election was immediate and in our view justified, supporting 
our thesis of the passing of the baton from monetary towards fiscal policy.  Over the next 
few years, we anticipate wider deficits, reduced regulation, lower taxes and a potentially 
inflationary, protectionist trade policy. The overall outcome of such reflationary policy should 
result in higher interest rates, steeper curves, and higher inflation expectations. We believe 
that the Fed will continue to be gradual in their approach, and agree with consensus 
expectations of approximately three interest rate hikes next year. 

Corporate valuations are less compelling than a year ago, so we are taking less risk
While credit markets began 2016 with compelling valuations, they end the year looking 
much more ordinary. Though it is likely that corporate fundamentals will benefit from 
pro-growth economic policies in the US that could extend the credit cycle, we are 
conscious that much of the optimism is already reflected in valuations and the market 
could become vulnerable to a correction. The real determinant for investment grade credit, 
however, will be the direction of global flows. Quantitative easing from the ECB, BoJ, 
and BoE has driven government bond yields to record lows, causing global fixed income 
investors to pile into the higher-yielding US investment grade market. We are intently 
focused on these capital flows and believe they will have a significant impact on returns 
across markets in 2017.

The high yield corporate market should remain well supported in 2017 as it will benefit from 
positive technicals, stable fundamentals, and investors’ ongoing search for yield. However, 
after a 15% total return in high yield credit in 2016, and the potential for volatility ahead, we 
are cautious on how much tighter valuations can compress without a hiccup first. 

Andrew Chorlton – Head of US Multi-Sector Fixed Income 

“The growth outlook is 
likely to show signs of 
improvement over the course 
of 2017, but the valuation 
backdrop in many sectors 
is far less compelling than it 
was 12 months ago.”
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With ordinary valuations and volatility likely to continue in 2017, portfolios enter the new year 
with a reduced level of credit risk. It is our belief that credit returns in 2017 will be driven 
by proper sector and issue selection, rather than a broad overweight to US credit. Our 
sector preferences continue to be concentrated in financials as well as energy. We remain 
positive on the US banking sector as rising government bond yields and the potential for 
less punitive regulation will benefit bank profitability in the US It feels a little bit early for the 
European banking sector but that could well provide an opportunity as we watch the Italians 
sort through their problems and hopefully move forward. The energy sector was the stellar 
performer in 2016 and we continue to believe that this sector will perform well in 2017. 

Is the municipal bond market about to undergo the perfect storm? 
The municipal bond market performed well for most of 2016, benefitting from 39 
consecutive weeks of inflows in addition to negative net supply. During the summer our 
propriety indicator, the Net Implied Tax Rate (NIT) hit negative territory for the first time since 
we have been measuring it, over 30 years. To put that in plain English, based on this metric, 
long dated municipal bonds were as expensive relative to similar corporate bonds as they 
have ever been. Just a few weeks later, significant underperformance put them back around 
fair value, at least at today’s income tax rates. We may be approaching the perfect storm for 
municipals however, as lower personal income tax rates diminish the need for retail investors 
to purchase municipal bonds and municipalities issue debt in order to fund some of the 
much-anticipated 2017 infrastructure spending program. This could be exacerbated by 
retail selling upon seeing negative total returns due to rising bond yields. Although we have 
only just begun to see outflows in the muni market, we are watching closely as municipal 
dislocations tend to overshoot – and could offer a compelling opportunity in 2017. 

Fiscal policy and the Fed will determine the outlook for securitized and EM
Within the securitized sector we continue to take a defensive posture regarding agency 
mortgages. Although the sector has been amongst the worst performers in recent months 
we see no urgency in addressing our underweight stance. Valuations are not attractive and 
the technical overhang of the Fed’s balance sheet still hangs heavy on the sector. We continue 
to see more opportunity in certain ABS and CMBS sectors. CMBS, in particular, looks more 
attractive from a valuation perspective and a cyclical upswing in economic activity will likely 
be beneficial to the sector.

We remain selectively positive on emerging markets. Although the knee jerk reaction from 
the Trump victory has been negative for emerging markets with higher Treasury yields, 
US dollar strength and potential trade policy acting as a headwind, recent weakness may 
create a buying opportunity. Many emerging market economies reached an inflection point 
economically and politically earlier this year, making country differentiation paramount. 
Open trade focused economies may be more vulnerable in a new protectionist regime, but 
domestically orientated economies that have undergone structural reform should outperform. 
We expect higher volatility to persist as US trade and immigration policies take shape, but 
valuations remain generous and we continue to prefer countries such as Brazil.

More volatility, more uncertainty as we pass the baton from monetary to fiscal policy
Going forward we expect markets to be characterized by a broader reflationary theme and 
increasing volatility as central banks step away from the markets. Investors have become 
heavily reliant on the largesse of central banks and how they react as this support is 
withdrawn will be important for bond markets in 2017. The growth outlook is likely to show 
signs of improvement over the course of 2017, but the valuation backdrop in many sectors 
is far less compelling than it was 12 months ago.  

This view is reflected in the reduced level of overall risk in our portfolios. The portfolios have 
significant liquidity to take advantage of opportunities arising from increased volatility next 
year which may result as accommodative monetary policies are phased out and replaced 
by fiscal stimulus. The opportunity may arise in municipals, corporates or the securitized 
sectors and we will have plenty of liquidity to take advantage of it. Treasury yields are likely 
to rise modestly in the US, but an environment of subdued overall yields, and the paucity of 
yield elsewhere in the world means that spread sectors will remain a focus for investors. 

Andrew Chorlton – 
Head of US Multi-Sector 

Andrew Chorlton is the Head of US 
Multi-Sector Fixed Income and based 
in New York. He joined Schroders 
in 2013 following the acquisition of 
STW Fixed Income Management, 
where he had worked since 2007. At 
STW, Andy was Principal, Portfolio 
Manager and a member of the 
team responsible for managing 
Multi-Sector portfolios including 
Core, Short and Long Duration and 
Tax-Aware strategies. Andy has 
also held senior positions at AXA 
Investment Managers and Citigroup 
Asset Management. Andy is a CFA 
Charterholder and has a Bachelor of 
Social Sciences in Economics and 
Spanish, University of Birmingham.

“Although we have only 
just begun to see outflows 
in the muni market, we 
are watching closely as 
municipal dislocations 
tend to overshoot – and 
could offer a compelling 
opportunity in 2017.”

Any securities or sectors mentioned herein 
are for illustrative purposes only and are not 
intended to serve as any recommendation 
to buy or sell. 
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Outlook 2017:
Emerging Markets Equities

04

 – Emerging markets (EM) are supported 
by a cyclical recovery in some 
important economies and expectations 
for earnings growth have improved

 – Furthermore, EM are generally 
under-owned and valuations 
are reasonably attractive

 – However, uncertain global politics will 
potentially increase market volatility. 

The outlook for emerging markets is positive but uncertain 
global politics will potentially increase market volatility.

Emerging markets fundamentals have generally improved
Consensus expectations are for EM GDP growth to improve from 4.2% in 2016 to 
4.6% in 2017. This improvement is led by a cyclical recovery in Brazil and Russia given 
low base effects and expected monetary policy easing.  

EM should benefit from well supported Chinese growth as policy is likely to ensure 
abundant liquidity provision ahead of the 19th National Congress of the Communist 
Party next autumn. Longer term risks in China, including the economy’s increasing 
reliance on credit and lack of structural reform, look to be manageable for now. The 
RMB has weakened by around 5% year-to-date and together with capital controls this 
has alleviated depreciation pressure somewhat. However, US dollar strength risks 
putting the spotlight back on Chinese foreign exchange policy.

EM have also generally improved their external balances since the 2013 ‘taper tantrum’ 
which reduces their vulnerability to a tighter global liquidity backdrop. EM lost value in 
2013 in response to the Federal Reserve’s announcement that they would gradually 
bring an end to their quantitative easing programme.

Valuations are reasonably attractive but require earnings support
Over the past several years, consistently negative earnings revisions led to EM 
underperformance. We believe analyst expectations have become more realistic. 
Earnings expectations stabilized in 2016 supporting the EM rally and they now point 
to earnings growth in 2017. 

The MSCI Emerging Markets index is trading around 11.7x 12 months forward price-to-
earnings1 which is in line with average. On a price-to-book2 basis valuations are attractive, 
trading at around 1.4x. This is below the long run average and reflects the current low 
level of return-on-equity3 in EM.

EM corporates’ capital allocation and cost efficiency has been improving. This should 
support profit margins and lift return-on-equity. Should the return cycle improve and 
earnings start to meet and beat expectations this would be a strong catalyst for 
stockmarket performance. The recovery in commodity prices and stabilization in 
Chinese growth should be supportive although recent dollar strength is likely to be a 
near term headwind to dollar reported earnings.

1  Price-to-earnings is a ratio used to value a company’s shares. It is calculated by dividing the current market price 
by the earnings per share.

2  Price-to-book value is a ratio used to compare a company’s share price with its book value (the book value is the 
actual value of the company assets minus its liabilities).

3  Return-on-Equity is a measure of the profi tability of a company. Effectively, how much profi t a company generates 
with the money shareholders have invested. For example, if a company’s equity is valued at £10 million and it 
makes a profi t of £1 million, the return on equity or ROE is 10%.

Tom Wilson – Head of Emerging Market Equities

“Consensus expectations 
are for EM GDP growth 
to improve from 4.2% in 
2016 to 4.6% in 2017. 
This improvement is led 
by a cyclical recovery in 
Brazil and Russia given low 
base effects and expected 
monetary policy easing.”
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Global growth remains subdued
EM benefit from global trading activity. Global economic conditions remain subdued 
although consensus expectations are for growth to modestly improve from 2.5% in 
2016 to 2.8% in 2017. 

There is speculation that a change in US policy can trigger global reflation1 and increase 
global growth. This is possible but structural headwinds in areas such as demographics, 
productivity, infrastructure and regulation remain. There is a risk that any growth 
improvement is cyclical and short lived. 

Intra EM trade has grown in importance and these economies are less reliant on 
developed world growth than in the past. However, a continuation of subpar global 
growth would temper the positive of an improving EM domestic picture. Weak top line 
growth implies more self-help is required for EM corporates to drive earnings. 

The conundrum that is world politics
Tail risks revolving around world politics have increased and there is a busy 
political calendar in Europe in 2017. Potential policy change will have implications 
for all asset markets.

Post the Trump victory, markets have moved quickly to price in a US reflation trade and 
stronger US economic growth. This has spurred concerns that the pace of monetary 
policy normalization in the US will accelerate, leading to tighter liquidity conditions and 
a stronger US dollar. The US yield curve has steepened and EM have come under 
selling pressure. Historically, EM have underperformed developed markets in a strong 
dollar environment.

However, the US is late in the cycle with close to full employment. A fiscal package may 
lift the rate of growth but accelerate inflationary pressure resulting in tighter monetary 
policy and a stronger US dollar. This in turn could choke off the growth recovery. 
Furthermore, current dollar strength may weigh on the US economy until the positive 
effects of any stimulus package are felt. Hence, there is scope for current expectations 
to moderate. 

Meanwhile, potential changes to US trade policy carry asymmetric2 risk. Trump’s 
protectionist standpoint is a potential negative for global trade and therefore EM. 
There is potential for negative headlines although policy action may be limited and 
selective given the mutual benefits of free trade, complex global supply chains and 
geopolitical considerations. The impact of any change in trade policy will vary by 
country and stock and we will assess the ramifications as we see policy evolve. EM 
are generally under-owned and reasonably valued so any market overreaction may 
provide an investment opportunity.

1  Refl ationary policies use fi scal or monetary measures to stimulate the economy with the aim of bringing prices back 
up to long-term trend after a dip in the business cycle.

2  Asymmetric risk indicates an unequal upside or downside risk, in this case for EM equities in response to changes in 
US trade policy. 

Tom Wilson –
Head of Emerging Market Equities

Tom became head of GEM in August 
2016. He was previously a Global 
Emerging Markets Fund Manager 
and Head of Research within the 
Emerging Markets Equity Team 
from November 2014. Prior to that 
he was Head of EMEA Equities, a 
position he held since 2007. His 
investment career commenced in 
2001 when he joined the Schroders 
Graduate Scheme. He initially worked 
as assistant to the Institutional and 
Retail CIO’s, but moved into the 
Research Development Programme 
in 2002, working on the Global Oils 
team. In 2004 he transferred to the 
Emerging Markets team to be an 
EMEA analyst. Tom holds a BA Hons 
in History from Newcastle University 
and is a CFA Charterholder.

“EM corporates’ capital 
allocation and cost efficiency 
has been improving. 
This should support profit 
margins and lift return-
on-equity.”
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US Small & Mid-Cap Equities

05

 – There seems to be a general belief 
that the pall of Hillary Clinton’s 
hostility to drug prices is gone 
and GDP growth will be higher 
under a Trump administration

 – Wall Street tends to get ahead 
of itself at times and this appears to 
be one of those, so while we believe 
Trump will achieve many of his goals 
they seem to be close to fully priced in

 – Mr Trump’s hostility to foreign trade 
agreements is troubling and while 
it remains to be seen what he will 
actually do his policies do seem 
to argue for investments in more 
US-centric parts of the market

It remains to be seen what President-elect Donald Trump will 
actually do but his victory does seem to argue for investments in 
more US-centric parts of the market. We do believe he will achieve 
many of his goals but they seem to be close to fully priced in. 

Obviously the election results have had an impact on our outlook for 2017. We also note 
that the US stockmarket has rallied post-election, driving up biotech, pharmaceuticals 
and infrastructure related stocks. There seems to be a general belief that the pall of Hillary 
Clinton’s hostility to drug prices is gone and GDP growth will be higher than anticipated 
due to Donald Trump’s stated intention to lower taxes and spend on infrastructure.

Wall Street appears ahead of itself

This may all be true in the medium term. However, we would note that Wall Street tends 
to get ahead of itself at times and this appears to be one of those times. For us Corollary 
Number One is: “things take longer than you think”. The new president will need to 
assemble coalitions in Congress to achieve these goals, which leads us to Corollary 
Number Two: “things are often harder than you think.” We do believe he will achieve 
many of his goals but they seem to be close to fully priced now and they could take 
9-18 months to accomplish. That leaves a lot of room for disappointment.

Healthcare (beyond pharmaceuticals) seems to be particularly problematic. Repealing 
“Obamacare” without replacement seems difficult-to-politically-untenable. Approximately 
20 million people have been added to the health insurance roles; taking that away without 
another programme replacement seems unwise. How this will work out in practice is a big 
unanswered question that could take some time to gain clarity. We believe he will need 
some Democratic votes in Congress to achieve meaningful change in this area.

Trump’s election argues for US-centric investments

Mr Trump’s hostility to foreign trade agreements is also troubling. In a globally-connected world 
disruptions to our trade relationships could be damaging to us and our partners. It remains to be 
seen what he will actually do but it does seem to argue for investments in more US-centric parts of 
the market. This suggests small and mid-cap companies, where approximately 82% of revenues 
are domestically sourced. For large cap that number is about 65%.

On a more positive note we remain constructive on the primary and secondary effects of 
the continuing increase in demand for housing. The demand has moved from multi-family 
to single family which we believe is a function of developments within the “millennial” 
generation. This group was significantly hurt by the Great Recession, delaying the start 
of their adult economic lives as well as their family creation.  

Jenny Jones – Head of US Small & Mid-Cap Equities
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We began to see a change in the first element with an increase in multi-family housing 
demand in 2011. The millennials were moving out of their parents’ home as they become 
more secure in their job situation. Over the last two years we have seen an increase in the 
birth rate for this age group which we believe is driving the rising demand for single family 
housing. This boosts demands for a wide variety of products and services from heating 
and air-conditioning systems to doors and windows to washing machines to mortgage and 
property insurance services.
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Outlook 2017:
Global Bonds

 – Volatility likely to remain elevated

 – Too early to call for substantially 
higher yields, we’re a fair way 
through the bear market

 – Globalization is dead, long live 
desynchronised economic activity – 
the ultimate in alpha rich environments

It could be another rollercoaster ride for bonds in 2017, when 
we expect to adopt a more opportunistic investment strategy.

2016 looks like a year for the history books. Will we ever again see so many of the world’s 
government bonds offering negative nominal yields? 

At its most extreme, for a short time in July and August, every Swiss government bond 
between 1 and 50 years was below the magic zero rate of return. Good for the Swiss 
government, considerably less good for the Swiss saver. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the collective central bank community became increasingly worried 
about their growing market impact and have increasingly encouraged governments to 
contribute a more equitable share of the economic heavy lifting.

At the same time there has arguably been a shift from panic to complacency over the 
outlook for China. Meanwhile, President-elect Trump has suggested he has heard loud and 
clear the calls for a more assertive fiscal response. This has all resulted in 10 year yields 
ending the year in many of the major bond markets at similar levels to where they started 
the year. Quite a round trip by most investors’ standards.

However, the world remains far from fixed and considerable uncertainties remain. 
These include what the UK government’s strategy is on Brexit, a high degree of uncertainty 
about just how far the rise in populism will run in Europe and most recently what exactly 
President-elect Trump’s plans are for his trading relationship with the rest of the world.

2017 could be another rollercoaster year for bonds and foreign exchange. While we have 
all fastened our seatbelts, below are the tentative conclusions we draw from our strategic 
analysis of economics, politics and what markets currently discount.

Passing the baton
Lower and lower official interest rates coupled with ever increasing amounts of quantitative 
easing (QE) were designed as a kick-start to consumption. Unfortunately central banks 
underestimated the reticence of consumers (both household and business) to use the 
additional windfall from lower mortgage and interest costs to go out and spend or invest. 

What they believed was a sprint has turned into something more akin to a marathon. The 
rethink of policy mix became increasingly urgent as QE started to look as though the cost 
/ benefit trade-off was swinging away from benefit towards ever increasing potential cost. 
Perhaps it coincided with a rise in populism, but it certainly helped the wealth divide become 
increasingly obvious and probably push back the need for structural reform in many parts 
of Europe.

Outside of the US no fiscal bazooka
Central banks became increasingly vocal about a need for greater stimulus in final demand. 
In the absence of consumers or business, the obvious candidate to bridge the gap between 
demand and potential supply was government spending. With government debt offering the 
cheapest financing ever, central banks increasingly vocalized their view that governments 
should loosen the shackles and stimulate the economies through fiscal policy.

Bob Jolly – Head of Global Macro Strategy

“Given our view that 
2017 could be another 
rollercoaster ride, 
we expect to adopt 
a more opportunistic 
trading strategy.”
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However, global debt may have become cheaper to finance but the amount outstanding 
remains prohibitively high to allow a fiscal bazooka. While Donald Trump may dispute his 
ability to spend, his own Republican party will most likely temper the US’ most ambitious 
spending plans since the global financial crisis.

We will no doubt see some of the heavy lifting done via government spending but a 
bazooka given the fiscal dynamics seems wide of the mark, even in the US.

Structural concerns have faded but remain in the background
China continues to spend beyond its long-term means. Meanwhile, many emerging 
economies have yet to find a new growth model to replace a growth engine built upon 
ever-increasing levels of consumption by Western consumers, or ever-increasing demand 
of commodities from China.

The pace of structural reform in Europe has slowed to a crawl. The UK seems to be 
struggling to find a palatable negotiating strategy for a post-EU world and Japan remains 
stuck in a low growth-low inflation setting.

While bond yields may continue to creep higher as central banks attempt to wean 
economies off QE and record low interest rates, it is far too premature to normalize policy.

Don’t confuse cyclical with structural
What we believe we are currently seeing is a cyclical upswing clearly assisted by easy 
monetary policy and a bit of a fiscal shot in the collective arm which may continue to tame 
yields. However, central banks will be cautious about removing policy accommodation 
prematurely and are more likely to take greater inflation risks which, rightly or wrongly, they 
believe they can bring back under control.

Where are the opportunities?
Clearly given our view that 2017 could be another rollercoaster ride, we expect to adopt 
a more opportunistic trading strategy. Break-even inflation1, which has moved higher post 
Trump’s victory still has room to move higher, especially if Trump does follow through on his 
‘America first’ rhetoric and become more protectionist. 

The US dollar probably has room to move a little higher but here we need to be increasingly 
selective on whether we express a bullish US economic view through the US currency or a 
more defensive stance towards US government bonds (duration). The two are clearly linked.

With regards to corporate bonds, the potential change in tax structure suggests US 
companies may actually shy away from debt financing, which is obviously a positive sign for 
investors in both investment grade and high yield (non-investment grade) corporate bonds.

But above all else, the world is no longer as synchronized economically as it was in the days 
leading up to the global financial crisis or the last seven or eight years. With globalization 
taking a back seat it’s most likely we see greater economic divergence between the world’s 
major developed economies and within the developing world clear divergence between 
those that find a revised business model and those that don’t. 

While we are unlikely to see a return to the extreme negative real and nominal yields seen 
over the summer, it’s also unlikely we will see the yields investors became accustomed to 
before the great financial crisis began all those years ago. 

The rollercoaster is alive and kicking. For an active fund manager, it will be an interesting but 
potentially rewarding ride.

1  The difference between the yield of a regular government bond and an infl ation-linked bond of the same maturity.

Bob Jolly, CFA – Head of Global 
Macro Strategy, Fixed Income
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Bob’s investment career was spent at 
Gartmore Investment Management. 
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“While bond yields may 
continue to creep higher as 
central banks attempt to 
wean economies off QE and 
record low interest rates, 
it is far too premature to 
normalise policy.”
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Outlook 2017:
European Equities

 – Volatility around political events can 
provide opportunities for stockpickers

 – Brexit should have a limited impact 
on Europe’s economic recovery

 – European earnings set to grow 
at the fastest rate in five years.

2017 could be a volatile year for European equities but this 
can create significant investment opportunities, particularly 
as earnings look poised to improve.

Uncertainty gives rise to opportunities
Much has been made of the deluge of elections due in Europe in 2017 and the uncertain 
investment environment that could result. We take the view that market uncertainty and 
volatility frequently present opportunities to buy good companies at attractive valuations. 
As active, long-term investors, the periods in which we can obtain the best returns are 
often those when others are most fearful. 

Alongside the various forthcoming European elections, the UK’s Brexit negotiations will be 
closely watched. We see Brexit primarily as an issue for the UK and do not believe it will 
have a significantly detrimental impact on corporate continental Europe. As an example, 
only 5% of EU exports go to the UK. Europe’s economic recovery remains slow but steady 
and we do not expect Brexit to derail this. 

Attractive valuations in Europe
As ever with equities, the price you pay is a key determinant of the returns you can 
potentially make. In our view, European equities continue to look attractive from a valuation 
standpoint. The cyclically-adjusted price-to-earnings ratio1 currently stands at around 14x 
versus its 30-year average of 20x. We therefore feel Europe looks attractive relative to its 
own history as well as relative to other regional stock markets. 

Signs of earnings improvement
One reason why European equities have lagged other regions is that we have witnessed 
several years of earnings declines. Some of this has been due to pressure on the financial 
sector, as well as the effects of low commodity prices. 

However, we think 2017 could see European corporate earnings grow at their fastest 
rate in five years. Bond yields are indicating a pick-up in inflation expectations, which is 
typically positive for an earnings recovery. The energy, commodity, utilities and chemicals 
sectors have seen positive earnings revisions over the last three months as year-on-year 
comparisons become easier and underlying commodity prices improve. We expect this 
trend to continue in 2017. 

Will correlations unwind?
Rising inflation expectations and consequent improved earnings forecasts have seen 
value2 sectors (such as financials and commodities) start to claw back some of their 
underperformance versus quality sectors. Valuations in quality parts of the market – often 
perceived safe havens such as consumer staples – have become very extended in recent 
years. This outperformance of quality at the expense of value appears to be starting to 
unwind, and again this is another trend we see continuing in 2017. 

1  The cyclically-adjusted price-to-earnings ratio is defi ned as price divided by the average of ten years of earnings 
(moving average), adjusted for infl ation.

2  A value stock is one that tends to trade at a lower price relative to its fundamentals (e.g., dividends, earnings and 
sales) and thus considered undervalued by a value investor.

Rory Bateman – Head of UK and European Equities

“We see Brexit primarily 
as an issue for the UK and 
do not believe it will have 
a significantly detrimental 
impact on corporate 
continental Europe.”
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More broadly though, we hope that these kinds of thematic correlations between style 
groupings in European equities will start to wane, and there are some signs that this may 
indeed be the case (see chart below). The past few years have been largely driven by macro 
and momentum themes, with quality and growth parts of the market outperforming value. 
There has been little differentiation between stocks within those groupings and, in our view, 
this has led to the formation of new mispriced opportunities. 

Source: Bloomberg, Schroders, as at 13 September 2016. Based on pairwise correlation of the Eurostoxx 50 index. 
0 represents no correlation while 1 represents full correlation.

Banks are an example of this highly correlated market as the whole sector has come under 
pressure amid low interest rates. However, there are very significant differences between 
individual banks in terms of capital strength, asset quality, cash generation and future 
dividend potential. An unwinding of correlations could allow those differences to be properly 
appreciated by the market. We feel it is prudent to be selective about exposure to banks. 

Favoring renewables and luxury goods
In terms of specific sectors where we see opportunities, the renewables and alternative 
energy space is one we like. This covers a broad spectrum stretching from electric vehicles 
to wind power. This is an area where a long-term view is needed as changes in technology 
can take time to play out. However, it seems clear that the trend for greater electronic 
content in cars, including automated driving features, is one with scope to keep growing. 

In terms of wind power, this is another long-term structural theme. There has been some 
uncertainty over the prospects for the sector following Donald Trump’s US election victory. 
This has created some opportunities to buy stocks at cheaper valuations. We would also 
note that the switch to renewable energy is a global theme, not dependent on one country. 

Another sector where we see opportunities is luxury goods. Volumes in the sector were hit 
hard by the Chinese clampdown on gift-giving by public officials and valuation levels 
for several stocks now look compelling. 

We see significant recovery potential and a number of factors can lend support. Specifically, 
we would highlight the ongoing increase in global travel and tourism, greater access for 
luxury firms to growth markets, product innovation, and a pick-up in firms’ ability to raise 
prices if inflation does indeed return. We would also point to the role of technology here and 
many luxury firms have not yet taken full advantage of the potential offered by e-commerce. 

Conclusion – opportunities amid volatility
In summary, the political environment in 2017 looks set to create further volatility which we 
believe will create significant investment opportunities given the probable sentiment swings 
in the market. Valuations remain compelling and the slow economic recovery in Europe 
should provide a solid backdrop for corporate earnings to deliver potentially their best 
growth rates for five years. Correlations are at elevated levels although there are signs that 
the momentum is changing driven by the pick-up in bond yields. 

We remain highly vigilant in our search for mispriced opportunities (particularly during volatile 
market conditions) as earnings growth should differentiate company performance over the 
coming months.

Rory Bateman –
Head of UK and
European Equities
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and is Head of the UK and European
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“We think 2017 could see 
European corporate earnings 
grow at their fastest rate in 
five years.”
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08

 – The US election result brings 
uncertainty over Japan’s outlook

 – Currency expectations will continue 
to be an important influence on 
investor sentiment and on the 
performance of the Japanese market

 – Relatively low valuations and 
improving corporate governance 
should provide support.

In common with other equity markets, the outlook for Japan in 
2017 has become slightly more complicated following the US 
presidential election.

If the higher US interest rates and stronger dollar that have prevailed since the election are 
sustained, the Japanese equity market would be well supported by improved earnings 
expectations and extremely low long-term domestic bond yields. However, the lead up to 
president-elect Trump’s inauguration in January and his initial period in office could easily 
see a series of unpredictable events. 

US uncertainty clouds the picture
Globally, investors have so far adopted a positive interpretation of an increase in US growth 
stimulus, but sentiment surrounding this in Japan could still prove fragile if protectionist 
tendencies surface in 2017 and begin to dampen longer-term growth expectations. 

One early outcome appears to be the definite withdrawal of the US from the Trans-
Pacific Partnership trade agreement. Although implementation of this would have been 
a net positive for Japan, few areas of the market had really moved in anticipation of any 
agreement, and confirmation of the US withdrawal does not represent a major negative 
for equities at this stage.

The outlook for Japan, and in particular the sentiment of equity investors, also remains 
somewhat dependent on expectations for the currency. In the immediate aftermath of the 
US election, currencies have moved to reflect widening interest rate differentials, resulting in 
a weaker yen and therefore improved sentiment in the Japanese market. However, the risk 
remains that Japan’s perceived status as a safe haven currency could result in renewed 
yen strength if unexpected developments from here lead global investors to a more risk-
averse stance.

Brighter domestic backdrop
Behind these external risks, the domestic environment remains rather more encouraging. 
With coordinated fiscal and monetary policy providing strong support for equities we would 
expect the current period of political stability under Prime Minister Abe’s leadership to also 
provide an opportunity for longer-term structural reforms of taxation and the labour market. 
Although we do not currently expect any significant new policy developments from the Bank 
of Japan (BoJ), its ongoing stance remains aggressively loose going into 2017. At present 
we see no real pressure on the central bank resulting from the spike up in global bond yields, 
even though the BoJ has committed to maintaining 10-year yields around zero.

Escaping deflation
While the impact of Japan’s reflationary policies (designed to expand economic output and 
curb the effects of deflation) over the last three years has been somewhat patchy and slower 
than originally hoped, economic data in the second half of 2016 has been mildly positive. 

Shogo Maeda – Head of Japanese Equities

“The risk remains that 
Japan’s perceived status 
as a safe haven currency 
could result in renewed 
yen strength if unexpected 
developments from here 
lead global investors to a 
more risk-averse stance.”
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Looking into 2017, the current trends in currencies and oil prices, in particular, could now 
provide a tailwind for the BoJ’s efforts to pull the economy out of deflation. At the same 
time, we see the outlook for corporate profits picking up and expect to see a positive cycle 
for profit revisions, especially among domestically-focused mid and small cap companies, 
while larger exporting companies could also see a strong benefit from the current weakness 
of the yen. 

Valuation and governance support
A relatively low starting point for valuations gives us further confidence that earnings growth 
over the next couple of years can also be reflected in a re-rating of the market. 

In addition, we expect 2017 to see further improvements in corporate governance in 
Japan, continuing the progress seen in the last three years since the introduction by the 
Abe administration of the Corporate Governance Code and the Stewardship Code. Linked 
to this is our expectation for further increases in overall shareholder returns in the form of 
higher dividends and share buybacks.

Over the coming year, it is possible that Japan will need to begin to address broader 
regional issues if the US moves to a more isolationist stance. This could have direct 
implications on Japan’s level of defence spending and also affect the country’s willingness 
and ability to take a more active role in overseas disputes. 

Although a more aggressive and interventionist stance is unlikely to receive broad public 
support, Mr Abe himself is likely to be comfortable in portraying a more active role for Japan 
on the international stage. This is also likely to be reflected in a realignment of diplomatic 
relations between Japan and its Asian neighbors if the US adopts a more inward-looking 
stance. As we move into 2017, however, these longer-term issues are unlikely to be the 
immediate focus of attention. Equity investors will instead be looking to identify which 
elements of Mr Trump’s pre-election stance survive into the real-world of American politics. 

Japan remains a major player in world trade and cannot fully escape periods of global 
uncertainty, especially if this is transmitted through a stronger currency. However, with 
ongoing policy support, Japan’s domestic economy could well be moving into a more robust 
period and we would expect corporate Japan to benefit accordingly.

Shogo Maeda – 
Head of Japanese Equities
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“With ongoing policy 
support, Japan’s domestic 
economy could well be 
moving into a more robust 
period and we would expect 
corporate Japan 
to benefit accordingly.”
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 – We believe that we have seen 
the peak in real growth rates 
and corporate profit margins, 
but may find ourselves in 
another late-cycle upswing 

 – It seems that an era dominated by 
ultra-loose monetary policy may 
finally be drawing towards a close

 – This has important implications for 
overall portfolio positioning and 
also, of course, for the valuation 
of individual companies.

We remain in the slowdown phase of an extended business 
cycle, but the unexpected events of 2016 have prompted us 
to take a slightly more balanced view of the end of this cycle. 
We still believe that we have seen the peak in real growth 
rates and corporate profit margins, but we may find ourselves 
in another late-cycle upswing.

A very eventful year
After a torrid start to 2016, UK equities recovered, delivering double-digit returns as 
deflationary1 fears eased and US interest rates stayed low. While economic activity had 
been slowing from mid 2015, the stabilization in commodity and industrial input prices, 
helped by aggressive pump priming in China heralded an important and welcome pick 
up in nominal growth in 2016. 

Even the two major political surprises of the period – the Brexit vote and Donald Trump’s 
election victory – failed to derail equity market progress. The year will, of course, be 
remembered for these historic events of June and November respectively. But it was also 
a surprise for many investors that UK large caps (FTSE 100) led the market higher, miners 
and oils outperforming the wider market, leaving the mid and small-cap sections trailing in 
their wake.

For UK investors, 2016 was first and foremost about the UK’s decision to leave the 
European Union, and this helped to cement the market’s focus on overseas earners, 
both cyclicals2 (oils) and, at least initially, defensives (tobacco). Despite some further 
monetary easing from the Bank of England, the uncertain outlook for UK business 
investment and economic growth weighed on many domestically-orientated sectors 
in 2016, including travel & leisure, housebuilders and real estate. Meanwhile, internationally-
focused companies continued to rally as investors discounted the beneficial impact of 
sterling weakness on their overseas earnings. 

Lots of noise, but a change in the investment rhythm 
As we explained in last year’s outlook, we are in the slowdown phase of an extended 
business cycle, but the unexpected events since have prompted us to take a slightly more 
balanced view of the end of this cycle. We still believe that we have seen the peak in real 
growth rates and corporate profit margins, but we may find ourselves in another late-cycle 
upswing. Alongside this, 2016 has seen a significant back up in sovereign bond yields 
from ultra low levels, reflecting the changing investment landscape. 

1  Describes a situation where there is a persistent fall in the general price of goods and services.
2  A cyclical sector is one whose value is directly related to the economic or business cycle. 

By contrast, the value of a defensive sector tends to fl uctuate less over the cycle.

Matt Hudson – Head of the Business Cycle equity team 

“The revival in commodity 
prices has started to 
overcome the underlying 
deflationary trends of 
demographics and 
technology change.”
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The revival in commodity prices has started to overcome the underlying deflationary 
trends of demographics and technology change. This has been supported by the 
recent ‘agreement’ among both OPEC and some non-OPEC oil suppliers to reduce 
production. While these ‘shock’ events dominated, and will continue to dominate all 
the news headlines, we sense that there is an underlying shift in the dominant 
investment paradigm. 

Low interest rates, quantitative easing and falling bond yields have driven equities 
(and other asset classes) from 2008, with only brief spurts of economic expansion at 
the regional level. It has been a long time coming but we have already seen the signs 
that the world’s economic policymakers will pursue a more balanced mix between 
fiscal and monetary support, where they can. It seems that an era dominated by 
ultra-loose monetary policy may finally be drawing towards a close. This has 
important implications for overall portfolio positioning and also, of course, for the 
valuation of individual companies.

Wage inflation has already accelerated, putting pressure on corporate profit margins, 
which have now probably passed their peak for this cycle. Low interest rates have been 
used effectively by many developed market corporates, especially to boost return of 
capital, at the expense of investment. In a rising yield environment, this boost to returns 
will start to wane and eventually higher levels of corporate borrowing will take its toll. 

While the Federal Reserve (Fed) has indicated it is prepared to tolerate higher inflation, 
even in the core measure1, a more aggressive Fed tightening cycle and strong US dollar 
will be the most likely cause of the next recession. An unscheduled move up in bond 
yields, that unnerves equity investors could be another trigger. 

Our concerns for corporate profits are consistent with the slowdown phase of this 
extended business cycle. The cycle is extended because of prolonged and aggressive 
monetary policy measures following the financial crisis and recession of 2007/08, but 
remains very much alive and kicking. While 2016’s shift in economic policy emphasis 
alters the investment landscape, we still believe a balanced portfolio is most suitable at 
such a late stage in the cycle.

State of the nation
Growth, Growth Defensives and to a lesser extent Value Defensives (see ‘The seven 
style groupings of the Business Cycle equity team’, below) have been the dominant 
performance category since mid 2014, driven by fears of deflation and falling bond 
yields. However, we sense that this dominance has and will continue to be challenged 
and we will need to see a more significant de-rating before we move aggressively 
overweight. Although we are late in the business cycle and have therefore retained 
a balanced portfolio, we recognise that the best stock opportunities are likely to be 
found in businesses that have been out of favour over the last few years.

1  A measure of infl ation that excludes volatile components such as food and energy prices.

Matt Hudson –
Head of the Business 
Cycle equity team 
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The seven style groupings of the Business Cycle equity team 

Source: Schroders. The sectors shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to be considered a recommendation 
to buy or sell. 

Financials, including banks, are an area where we continue to find opportunities as we feel 
these could offer the best combination of attractive valuations and potential for earnings 
to further improve. We think the recent performance pick-up has taken out the extreme 
oversold conditions post-Brexit, and that the valuation gap has closed from extreme to 
very attractive. With this in mind, if financial stocks are to continue to outperform we need 
to see an improvement in the fundamentals: specifically rising bond yields feeding through 
into a recovery in profit margins. 

Commodity Cyclicals have been in recovery mode since early 2016 and we expect them 
to remain positive early into 2017 as balance sheets are repaired and nominal growth 
picks up. Within the remaining cyclical style groupings, Industrials are currently better 
placed with end prices rising again and a strong element of restructuring in many areas, 
particularly where capital investment plans are starting to recover. The most interesting, 
but challenged grouping is Consumer Cyclicals, which have seen a 10–15% de-rating 
since June. We are not bullish on the outlook for UK real wages as domestic inflation 
lurches upward, but many stocks in the group carry a massive risk premium, which 
could provide an opportunity if demand remains robust.

Outlook 2017: UK Equities (business cycle)

“It has been a long time 
coming but we have 
already seen the signs 
that the world’s economic 
policymakers will pursue a 
more balanced mix between 
fiscal and monetary support, 
where they can.”

Commodity Cyclical 
 –  Revenues linked either directly or indirectly to a commodity product such as oil, 

steel, gas, mining or bulk chemicals 

Industrial Cyclical
 –  Manufacturing capital goods or with revenues linked to industrial production. 

Includes engineering, aerospace and construction 

Consumer Cyclical
 –  Revenues reliant on consumer spending. Includes retailers, automotives, 

housebuilders and leisure 

Financial
 –  Revenues depend on interest rate spreads, financial markets and asset valuations. 

Includes banks, insurers and real estate

Growth
 –  Revenues well in excess of GDP but sometimes with a degree of uncertainty or 

volatility. Includes luxury goods, medical technology and IT

Growth DefensiveGrowth Defensive
 –  Grow revenues in excess of GDP with low volatility and high visibility. Includes 

pharmaceuticals and support services

Value Defensive
 –  Grow revenues at or below GDP with low volatility and high visibility. Includes 

telecoms, utilities, tobacco, and food retailers
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 – We feel the consumer’s forward 
propensity to spend is strong 
given robust employment growth, 
a nascent uptick in wages, 
improved consumer balance 
sheets, and higher home values.  

 – Under our baseline scenarios, 
excluding Trump policy 
stimulus, we continue to foresee 
roughly 2% GDP growth. 

 – We continue to be constructive 
on those sectors that offer growth 
at a reasonable valuation amidst 
our forecast for a modest US 
economic growth backdrop. 

We are constructive on the outlook for US equities given stable 
economic growth, predicated on sustained strength in the 
consumer, which represents two-thirds of the overall economy. 

This is evidenced by robust employment growth, a nascent uptick in wages, improved 
consumer balance sheets, and higher home values. Based on all of these data points, 
we feel the consumer’s forward propensity to spend is strong. 

In addition, the US industrial economy, a source of some consternation over 2016, seems 
to be inflecting upward. Importantly, after six consecutive quarters negatively impacted 
by the dual headwinds of the US dollar strength and negative drag associated with the 
downturn in energy, US corporate earnings inflected positively in Q3, both on a sales 
and earnings per share1 basis. Furthermore, US GDP inflected upward from 1.1% in Q2 
to 2.9% in Q3.  

Based on likely fiscal policy implementation under President-elect Trump, there could also 
be additional economic expansion with some estimates projecting an additional 50-60 basis 
points (bps) of year-over-year GDP growth. This would be a function both of tax cuts as well 
as increased fiscal spending. 

Of course, given he doesn’t even take office until 20 January, details surrounding Trump’s 
policy aren’t well defined, and are subject to implementation risks and policy wrangling 
with Congressional leadership which has historically resisted deficit spending, and potential 
offsetting risks to the downside given proposals on trade and tariffs.  

Under our baseline scenarios, excluding Trump policy stimulus, we continue to foresee 
roughly 2% GDP growth. Using this as a proxy for corporate top-line growth (assuming 
a 1.5x multiplier), our confidence in 1-2% improvement in corporate margins, and 1-2% 
additional upside associated with stock repurchases, we are confident in 
a 6-8% earnings growth outlook.

Compelling sector valuation stories
On valuation, while we appreciate that the S&P 500’s forward price-to-earnings (P/E)2 
ratio is trading at the higher end of its five- to 10-year historical range, we feel that on an 
earnings yield basis, 5.8%, today’s market represents a very compelling valuation. It is 
compelling relative to today’s yield on 10-year Treasuries of 2.55% and other fixed 
income alternatives. 

Further, despite “headline” S&P valuations, we believe there are very compelling sector 
valuation stories, such as technology and healthcare, where growth is under-appreciated 
relative to P/E ratios below 15.0x.   

1  This is the profits of a company attributed to each share, calculated by dividing profits after tax by the number of shares.  
2  This is a ratio used to value a company’s shares. It is calculated by dividing the current market price by the earnings 
    per share, or forecast earnings per share for the “forward” P/E.

Matt Ward – Portfolio Manager, US Equities
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It’s important to note that much of the expansion in valuations over the last few years has 
been in bond proxies3  that have benefited from money inflow associated with quantitative 
easing. Accordingly, any lift in areas where valuations have stagnated, like technology, 
healthcare and consumer, could add to our projected earnings growth outlook and result 
in increased annualized US large cap returns.  

There are a few risks to our outlook. The first is why amidst a backdrop of decent jobs 
growth, the US isn’t seeing greater wage growth and GDP expansion. Given that wages 
and CPI are now inflecting, it seems clear that the economy has worked through excess 
slack in terms of unemployment as reflected by a U6 unemployment number4 that is now 
below 10%.  

As for GDP, Q3’s recent inflection to 2.9% validates our contention that GDP figures over the 
last three to four quarters had been depressed by the ephemeral impact of a stronger dollar. 
This negatively impacted the 34% of S&P sales that are international and those earnings 
impacted by the collapse in oil price. These factors are estimated to have negatively 
impacted GDP by 50 and 70 bps respectively.

Fed policy change not definitively negative
The second risk to our growth outlook relates to risk of inflation and the prospect of Federal 
Reserve (Fed) policy change. It is important to note that, just recently, investor anxiety 
centered on the fact that there wasn’t enough inflation. We think that today’s uptick in 
inflation is only modest – a CPI rate of only 2.2%, versus historic levels of nearly 3-4% 
during similar periods of 5% unemployment. 

In addition, as history bears out in policy moves in 1994, 1999, and 2004, market 
performance subsequent to Fed policy change is not definitively negative. In fact, in those 
three cases, although of course past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, 
12 months after initial Fed moves the markets were on average 6% higher. Ultimately, we 
feel any Fed action is emblematic of better growth in the US economy. We feel concerns 
that inflation will drive higher expenses (labour costs, etc... ) are balanced with increased 
topline prospects associated with improved consumer wage profile.  

The third risk relates to uncertainty associated with President-elect Trump. Given his lack 
of governmental experience, he represents uncertainty that the market traditionally fears. 
Additionally, given the fact that the US House of Representatives and Senate surprisingly 
maintained Republican leadership, there are greater odds of more transformative change. 

It is important to note, however, many of Trump’s highest priorities are bi-partisan issues 
like fiscal stimulus: tax cuts and infrastructure spending. Moreover in areas where he might 
challenge the status quo, it is important to recognise he faces a Republican House that is 
fiercely independent, has historically defied leadership, and doesn’t like deficits. And while 
he may look to dismantle the Affordable Care Act and challenge trade agreements and 
enforce tariffs, his campaign issues were less defined. These need to be prioritized and it 
will take time to find passage through the House and Senate and then implement.

Growth at a reasonable valuation
As always, we continue to be constructive on those sectors that offer growth at a 
reasonable valuations given the premium earnings growth should warrant amidst our 
forecast for a modest US economic growth backdrop. Those would include technology 
and consumer where we find strong potential for earnings upside relative to Wall Street 
consensus. We are also more favorably disposed to cyclicals5 like financials and industrials 
given the turn we were seeing in US inflation prospects even before a Trump fiscal impulse, 
as well as increased global GDP and commodity prospects after solid doses of global 
QE programmes. 

3  Equities that exhibit the same defensive, yield-generating characteristics as bonds
4  This is a broader measure of unemployment which also captures underemployment, it includes the total 
    unemployed, plus all marginally attached workers, plus total employed part time for economic reasons
5  Stocks whose share prices are directly related to the economic or business cycle
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 – Convertible bonds offer a potentially 
attractive combination of low duration 
and long equity participation 

 – Sudden market setbacks could 
be triggered by negative shifts 
in sentiment, swings in market 
liquidity or unanticipated shocks 
in fundamental economic data

 – Investors are so used to low and 
negative interest rates that they will 
be in for a surprise when rates turn

 – Convertible bonds with their in-
built stabilizers may be an ideal 
asset class for these markets.

With the potential for equity market volatility and rising interest 
rates, 2017 could be a year for convertible bonds 
to prove their worth.

Most investors look at the world through the rear view mirror. Those looking back at 2016 
will see a surprising lack of volatility. Global equity markets calmly shrugged off both Brexit 
and the election of Donald Trump as the new US president. At the same time, rates have 
remained historically low and the negative rates for government bonds in Germany, Japan, 
and Switzerland were regularly in the headlines. 

Looking ahead, this will change. Volatility can and will come back to equity markets, but 
it will come back at an unexpected point in time and from an unexpected direction. In risk 
management there is the idiom of ‘known unknowns’ and ‘unknown unknowns’, a term 
going back to Nassim Taleb (and before that, the former US Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld) and his work on so-called ‘black swan’ events). 

Elections, rate rises by central banks, or financial rescue packages for European states are 
known or at least expected events for 2017, even if we do not know the outcome or the 
market reaction yet. For some of these events markets are prepared. The market reaction to 
a potential Federal Reserve rate hike in December this year will (hopefully) be different to the 
one last year. For all other unknown unknowns, the market outlook suggests to us that the 
downside protection offered convertible bonds will be valuable in 2017. 

Investors have short memories
It is important to remember that interest rates can go up as well as down. This does not 
have to be a general paradigm shift towards widespread rising rates, but we see that 
interest rates can move upwards suddenly and surprisingly strongly. When that happens, 
traditional government and corporate bonds face losses. The potential losses on the bond 
market are higher for bonds with higher maturities. This risk is expressed as duration risk. 

Company treasurers have taken the opportunity to refinance and leverage up with the 
environment of low coupon payments. Overall, fixed income indices show a clear trend. 
Duration risk is significantly higher for conventional bonds compared to convertible bonds – 
and this risk position has drastically increased over recent years.

Duration risk in fixed income since 2007

 

Source: Bloomberg. Duration is a measure of sensitivity to interest rates; the higher the number, the greater potential 
for volatility as interest rates change. Duration is not a complete measure of bond risk, or investment risk in general.
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Dr. Martin Kuehle – Investment Director, Convertible Bonds

“Volatility can and will 
come back to equity 
markets and it will come 
back at an unexpected 
point in time from an 
unexpected direction.”
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Why are convertibles so insensitive to rates? 

First of all, a lot of convertibles are issued with a maturity of just five years. More importantly, 
they come with a conversion feature. Investors have the right to convert the bonds into 
stocks. This brings equity upside participation to the asset class. But the hidden gem in this 
conversion is the put on the bond. A true conversion not only includes receiving equity, it also 
includes getting rid of the bond. 

As a long-running option right, we do not have to exercise this conversion right. As soon 
as the structure of the convertible moves closer to conversion price and builds up equity 
exposure, the interest rate part becomes increasingly unimportant. 

Convertible bonds in times of rising rates

 

Source: Bloomberg. Performance shown reflects past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. 

To verify the practicalities of the structure, we need to go back in time to find longer 
periods of rising interest rates. There have been five periods with negative performance 
of government bonds – and hence rising rates – in the last few decades. These periods 
are different in length as well as in impact, but they have one characteristic in common: 
convertible bonds performed very well each time.

In our view, 2017 will be a year where ‘protection’ becomes an important objective for our 
investors’ asset allocation. At the same time, it continues to make sense to build up smart 
equity exposure. If we are right, we will see supportive equity markets driven by a general 
shift from expansive monetary to expansive fiscal politics. In this environment well-structured 
convertible bond strategies have been shown to participate in a significant 75% to 80% of 
the equity upside on a historical basis.

Comparing convertible bonds to other asset classes, we see several key advantages: low 
duration risk, strong stockmarket participation on the way up and hence an in-built inflation 
adjustment, the potential for effective protection against short-term set-backs, and to top 
it all, an under-researched and overlooked niche asset which currently comes at 
attractive valuations.
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“Duration risk is significantly 
higher for conventional 
bonds compared to 
convertible bonds – 
and this risk position 
has drastically increased 
further over the last years”
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 – Short-term boost to US growth will 
mean higher wages and inflation

 – Tighter monetary policy in the US 
will make Asian central bankers 
more hesitant to cut rates

 – Winners and losers in Asia will depend 
on how they fit in global supply chains 
and their trade relationship with the US

Volatility in bond markets should also open up opportunities 
in 2017, particularly in Asia. 

It has been an eventful 2016 where a host of events, including Brexit and the election of 
Mr Trump as US president, have confounded market expectations. What does this all 
mean for Asian bonds? The new incoming US administration’s policies should lead to 
stronger US fiscal spending, along with deregulation in the energy and financial sectors, 
which will be positive for growth in the world’s largest economy.

The US and its global impact
Stronger US growth will have a worldwide impact which should benefit emerging 
markets but to a lesser degree than in the past. Countries which have the largest trade 
surpluses with the US, especially in value added goods, could be under pressure while 
countries exporting commodities and commoditised products 
could be less affected.

At current levels of unemployment, wages and inflation will rise. The US economy is 
operating close to its potential growth rate as indicated by tightening labour conditions 
(with the unemployment rate at 4.6%). A boost to short-term growth could easily translate 
into higher wages and higher inflation.

Taken together, this should see the Federal Reserve (Fed) shift to a more hawkish bias. 
Two Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) seats are vacant and will be nominated 
by the incoming president. We expect a further two FOMC members to be replaced 
and the seats of Chair Janet Yellen and vice-Chair Stanley Fischer will need to be 
replaced when their terms end in 2018. The Fed’s new nominations will change the 
central bank, influencing the sequencing of rate hikes versus balance sheet reduction.

Fiscal spending will help the Fed reduce the risk of impotent monetary policy when policy 
rates are close to zero or the effective lower bound. This will mean an increase in short-term 
growth and inflation, thereby allowing the Fed to normalise monetary policy. Higher nominal 
rates will give policy makers greater leeway to cut rates in the event of an adverse shock.

Following the election of Mr Trump, protectionist measures will likely increase, which are a 
direct source of higher inflation. Even if threats of trade barriers are eventually negotiated 
down, they will create significant uncertainty for investors.

Emerging markets have benefited tremendously from globalisation so we expect that a 
reversal of this trend would negatively impact large exporters of manufactured products. 
Additionally, there is the bigger risk of misunderstandings with China – as has been already 
illustrated by President-elect Trump’s campaign speeches and tweets since the election.

We expect greater policy uncertainty in fiscal, monetary, regulatory and trade policies since 
the president-elect is not clearly aligned with the past policies of the Republican Party.

In Europe, a series of important elections will create concerns about the strength of 
popular support for the European Union as an institution. The Netherlands’ legislative 
elections and the French presidential elections in 2017 could repeat the unexpected 
popular votes already seen this year.

Rajeev De Mello – Head of Asian Fixed Income

“We will target entry levels to 
increase exposure to Asian 
bond duration and Asian 
currencies which we will 
adjust based on the scope, 
magnitude and speed of 
implementation of new 
US policies.”

“A stronger US dollar could 
unsettle the relative calm 
in the Chinese currency 
markets and Asian 
currencies could be 
affected during periods of 
external outflows.”
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Regional outlook and market implications
In Asia, China will be cautious about maintaining relatively strong growth due to its 
leadership transition. A stronger US dollar could unsettle the relative calm in the 
Chinese currency markets and Asian currencies could be affected during periods of 
external outflows. In such an environment where the Fed is tightening, Asian policy 
makers will be more hesitant about cutting policy rates.

Stronger US growth and higher inflation should lead to gradually higher global yields, with 
greater policy uncertainty helping to steepen the yield curves. Overall, higher yields will 
compete with those Asian bond markets which depend more on foreign financing, such 
as Malaysia and Indonesia. Corporate bond yields will be pushed up by higher government 
yields and more business spending propelled by stronger business confidence. The US 
dollar should rise in an initial phase as fiscal policy is loosened and monetary policy is 
tightened relative to the rest of the world.

Positioning in a new world
As always, selectivity in emerging countries will be critical: winners and losers will depend 
on how they fit in global supply chains, the extent of their trade surpluses with the US and 
the degree to which they compete with it as well.

While we expect some periods of a rising US dollar, we will look for relative value 
opportunities between Asian currencies. We expect the opportunities to exploit market 
movements around the various policy announcements and upcoming European elections.

We will target entry levels to increase exposure to Asian bond duration1 and Asian 
currencies which we will adjust based on the scope, magnitude and speed of 
implementation of new US policies.

Asian corporate bonds have had a very strong year, supported by reduced net supply and 
a constant investor appetite for yields above deposit rates. At current spreads2, corporate 
bonds seem expensive. So, from a valuation perspective, we are looking for higher yields 
before substantially increasing our Asian bond exposure.

1  An approximate measure of a bond’s price sensitivity to changes in interest rates.
2  The difference in yield between two bonds of similar maturity but different credit quality.
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 – Liquidity from the Southbound 
flows of the Stock Connect 
scheme and recovering earnings 
prospects in cyclical sectors could 
drive China equities higher

 – Hong Kong’s diversified regional 
and global conglomerates, along 
with local banks and commercial 
property names, look attractive 
on a longer-term view

 – Struggling to see a catalyst 
that could drive the re-rating of 
Taiwan’s technology sector.

Despite policy uncertainty, the region still offers promising 
long-term opportunities. 

President-elect Donald Trump’s surprise victory in the US presidential election in early 
November has seen uncertainty reign in global markets and it is expected to bring about 
pronounced uncertainty and volatility in different asset markets and currencies in the 
short term. 

The overriding question after Trump’s victory is the duration and sustainability of reflation 
trades1 – the rotation from new to old economy sectors, from bond proxies2 to interest rate 
sensitives, from emerging to developed markets. 

The Trump presidency has raised hopes of stronger economic growth in the US, given his 
promise of fiscal spending, job creation and tax cuts. The US 10-year bond yield has already 
risen from 1.85% before the US election to 2.4% of late. Recent commodity prices have also 
attracted bids while oil prices have been supported by the latest OPEC production cuts. 

It is still too early to make a sensible judgment on Trump’s policies as there are little details 
known at this stage. However, what has been articulated thus far is already fraught with 
potential risks, including concerns over the burden of the fiscal deficit in the US and the 
negative impact on the mortgage and consumer debt servicing capability of consumers. 

The stronger US dollar will also act as a drag on US corporate earnings – the whole 
reflationary theme could potentially be ‘short circuited’. However, for now, expectations 
are high while momentum in markets remains powerful and there are enough reasons to 
believe investors will continue the ‘reflation trades’ in the near term. 

What will Trump mean for Greater China equities?
Some of the old economy sectors, be it materials, energy or capital goods, will be likely 
beneficiaries of expectations of better growth prospects and increased infrastructure spend 
in both China and the US.

In general, Trump’s victory will bring further uncertainty and volatility in markets. 
The following are some areas that are of particular relevance to Hong Kong/China markets:

 – Higher interest rates/steepening of yield curve – with a steepening yield curve and moderate 
pick-up in inflation, we are expecting interest rates in China to gradually bottom out in the 
near term, although we do not expect a spike thereafter. There is also the possibility that 
domestic liquidity will move from bond and property markets into domestic China equities 
and Hong Kong equities via the Southbound flow during the first half of 2017.

 – Trade policies will likely turn more protectionist. Although Trump has labelled China as 
a currency manipulator, it is highly unlikely that he will implement draconian policies 
that will significantly deteriorate the Sino-US trade relationship. However, the Trans 
Pacific Partnership trade deal is likely to be suspended and select products could face 
higher import tariffs. This would generally be negative for global trade growth and select 
exporters with large US exposure would face more uncertainties.

1  Trading or investments that are aimed at benefi tting from the trend of fi scatl or monetary policies designed to expand 
a country’s output and curb the effects of defl ation.

2  Sectors and stocks perceived to be safe havens, with lower earnings volatility and higher-than-average dividend yields.

Louisa Lo – Head of Greater China Equities

“Going into 2017, liquidity 
from the Southbound 
flows of the Stock Connect 
scheme and recovering 
earnings prospects in 
cyclical sectors are positive 
factors that could drive 
China equities higher.”
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 – Continued infrastructure spending by China and other regional markets could provide 
some short-term support to commodity prices. However, the magnitude of price 
recovery might be limited given the overall overcapacity situation facing the industry. 

 – Historically, a strong US dollar is negative for emerging markets. This raises the risk of 
a potential withdrawal of liquidity from emerging markets, especially for smaller open 
economies. Of more relevance to China, this could put more pressure on the yuan 
exchange rate and capital outflows. The yuan depreciated 1.5% in October, and has 
continued the downward trend since Trump’s victory. In order to allow the exchange rate 
to adjust in an orderly manner amid massive outflows, China is likely to further implement 
capital controls through administrative moves. We are expecting the currency to further 
depreciate to 7.2–7.5 yuan per US dollar by the end of 2017.

Meanwhile, China’s economy has shown signs of stabilisation in 2016 on the back of 
accommodative monetary policy and more proactive fiscal policies. A slew of economic 
data, such as GDP, consumer price inflation (CPI) and producer price index (PPI), have 
pointed to a more stable outlook for the world’s second-largest economy. 

In particular, the end of PPI deflation means better pricing power for upstream corporates, 
which could lead to improved profit margins from a low base. 

Reforms and property tightening
The ease in deflationary forces was largely due to a rebound in commodity prices on the 
back of a disciplined approach to ‘supply-side reforms’. The government’s aim to reduce 
overcapacity in industries, such as steel and coal, saw measures being put in place 
(including mine closures) that brought about a short-term price rebound. 

However, only until we see more aggressive capacity reduction and a real improvement in 
demand will we be convinced that genuine reform has taken root. 

Meanwhile, supportive policy has led to significant improvement in the property markets 
in tier-1 and tier-2 cities. Although the risk is to the downside here given the government’s 
latest property tightening measures, it is expected that state-led infrastructure investments 
will remain the key driver to support the economy next year 
in light of slowing property construction.

What will drive China markets? 
Looking ahead, additional liquidity from the Southbound flows of the Stock Connect scheme 
(the programme through which investors in mainland China and Hong Kong can trade shares 
listed on the other market) and recovering earnings prospects in cyclical sectors (such as 
energy, commodities and capital goods) are positive factors that could drive markets higher. 

On the negative side, the tightening of China’s property market, yuan depreciation amid 
capital outflows, higher interest rates, along with external political uncertainties, could 
potentially pose headwinds to the market. 

Chart 1: Cumulative capital flows to China 

Source: Bloomberg, EPFR, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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“Although Trump has 
labelled China as a 
currency manipulator, it 
is highly unlikely that he 
will implement draconian 
policies that will significantly 
deteriorate the Sino-US 
trade relationship.”
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Chart 2: MSCI China earnings growth forecast

Source: JPMorgan, December 2016.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated.

Hong Kong 
The broader weakness in the Chinese economy, tighter capital controls and the continued 
drop in mainland Chinese tourists is still having a knock-on impact on Hong Kong 
economic growth. 

Nevertheless, from a valuation perspective, domestic names in the bank and commercial 
property sectors, as well as diversified regional and global conglomerates look attractive 
today, on a longer-term view. Balance sheets for Hong Kong blue chips are typically very 
conservative, franchises robust, and management teams are well known to investors over 
many years. 

On the other hand, we are cautious on Hong Kong residential property. Given the weak 
affordability locally, the government has continued to stamp out speculative demand in the 
residential property market through heightened stamp duties. 

This, combined with increasing supply in the coming years, is likely to exert further pressure 
on the property market in 2017. However, the outlook for commercial properties is more 
resilient, with rents still rising modestly for Grade-A office buildings. 

Taiwan 
Taiwan’s economy remains anaemic, with overall credit growth subdued in recent years. 
The iPhone 7 is likely to be a transitional product while street expectations of the iPhone 
8 are high. 

In addition, competition from local Chinese electronic component suppliers have significantly 
intensified over the past few years, leading to lower margins for many Taiwanese players in 
the medium term. We are struggling to see a visible catalyst, led by Apple’s product cycle, 
to drive the re-rating of Taiwan’s technology sector.
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 – A flexible, selective investment 
approach with a focus on 
downside protection will be 
required more than ever in 2017.

 – After making adjustments, a 
number of emerging markets 
are now better-equipped to face 
the impending challenges.

 – There are compelling investment 
opportunities in selected emerging 
market (EM) local government 
bonds. However, we believe 
US dollar-denominated EM 
bonds should be avoided.

In the challenging bond environment of 2017, selected local 
currency government bonds could offer the best opportunities 
to generate attractive returns within the asset class. An 
investment approach combining flexibility, selectivity and 
downside protection, however, is crucial

The bad news
We believe that the conditions are in place for the US Federal Reserve to accelerate its 
process of monetary policy normalization, thus exacerbating the recent pressures on bond 
markets both in emerging markets (EM) and globally. 

Meanwhile, China’s deteriorating growth trajectory and skyrocketing debt ratios are likely to 
remain a major source of concern. Within this context, there is still a high risk that episodes 
of uncontained capital outflows from China could trigger intermittent dislocations in global 
financial markets.

The good news
The good news is that a number of EM countries have become better equipped to face 
these challenges thanks to the macroeconomic adjustments implemented over the course 
of the last three years. 

These adjustments are now well-advanced in countries such as Brazil, Colombia, Russia, 
India, Indonesia and South Africa. These countries have already experienced large currency 
devaluations, a completed tightening cycle and a renewed focus on reforms. As a result, 
the inflationary pressures and the large current account deficits that these countries suffered 
from during the period 2013 to 2015 are now under control. 

The charts below show the example of Indonesia, where the trade deficit has been 
eliminated and inflation dropped to multi-year lows.

Chart 1: Indonesia trade balance in $bn – 12 month rolling sum

Source: Thomson DataStream – October 31, 2016.
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Abdallah Guezour – Head of Emerging Markets Debt Absolute Return
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Chart 2: Indonesia inflation – CPI year-on-year 

Source: Bloomberg – 31 October 2016.

Brazil is another example of post-crisis improvement, as illustrated by the chart below. 
This shows that Brazil now appears to be out of the danger zone judging by the recent 
amelioration in the ‘country risk score’. This scoring of various vulnerability indicators is 
based on the quantitative analysis framework developed by the Schroders Emerging Market 
Debt Absolute Return Team.

Charts 3: Brazil – country risk score by vulnerability indicator  (1980 – 2016)

Source: Schroders – September 2016. The credit cycle is the expansion and contraction of access to credit over time. 
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responsible for Asian country analysis. 
His investment career commenced in 
1995 when he joined Fortis Investment 
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Charts 3:  (Continued)

Source: Schroders – September 2016. The credit cycle is the expansion and contraction of access to credit over time. 

Stability in the face of 2016’s challenges
Markets have already started to reward this restored macroeconomic stability. At the 
beginning of 2016, a number of EM local government bonds and currency markets initiated 
a strong recovery from their oversold levels of recent years. It is particularly important to 
note that these markets have also recently shown some resilience in the face of various 
disruptive events. 

Broad US dollar strength, the surge in capital flight from China, the Brexit vote, the military 
coup attempt in Turkey and the US presidential election are among the main challenging 
events of 2016 which failed to push the EM countries highlighted above back into crisis. 
This illustrates the fact that these EMs have now substantially reduced their reliance on 
short-term foreign capital.

Regained ability to ease
An important implication of this restored macroeconomic stability is the regained ability of a 
number of EM central banks to withdraw the emergency monetary tightening implemented 
in recent years. This is particularly the case for Brazil, where policy rates have just started to 
be reduced from an incredibly high level of 14.25%. Long-dated Brazilian local government 
bonds with current yields at 12% could continue performing handsomely in 2017. The 
same could be said about investments in Colombia, Russia, Indonesia and South Africa 
where yields are still very high and where currencies have stabilized. Moreover, if the recent 
recovery in commodity prices continues, this positive outlook could be reinforced further.
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“China’s debt situation 
and the policy of the US 
Federal Reserve are the key 
challenges facing EM debt 
investors in 2017. The good 
news is that a number of 
EM countries have become 
better equipped to face 
these challenges”
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2017: a year of performance differentiation
However, not all countries and all sectors of EM debt are well positioned to benefit from 
these trends. While attractive opportunities have emerged in selected local bond markets, 
hard currency (i.e. US dollar-denominated) debt should be avoided. This sector offers very 
low yields, poor liquidity and could suffer from its high sensitivity to US Treasury bond yields 
as well as from excessively high positioning by EM and global fixed income funds. Caution is 
also warranted towards a number of countries such as Turkey, where early warning signs of 
crisis are still flashing red. 

Overall, an investment approach combining flexibility, selectivity and the potential to achieve 
downside protection is, more than ever, required to get the best from this asset class during 
what should be a year of performance differentiation. 
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Select long-term opportunities are still present in the region 
as we prepare to “expect the unexpected” in 2017.

The most recent set of Asian earnings results produced few surprises with the general 
picture of sluggish, though not necessarily deteriorating, demand prevalent in most 
industries (whether domestic or more export-oriented). The exception to this was a few 
infrastructure and commodity-related sectors in China where the latest credit-driven sugar 
rush is providing what we expect will be a short-term, and ultimately futile, stimulus. 
Most of the headwinds we are seeing are widespread across Asia despite the high hopes 
of many Asian strategists.

Recent visits confirmed, for example, that like many in the region Philippines consumer 
stocks are suffering from rising competition and weaker-than-expected end demand, 
as the trickle-down effect of relatively strong economic growth remains patchy. 

With challenges compounded by the shift in consumption patterns seen among millennials 
(who are clearly not responding to traditional advertising and brands), we think the high 
valuations attributed to most Asian consumer stocks on the basis that they will have ‘safe’ 
earnings growth of 10-15% per annum into perpetuity is misplaced. 

In general, we find the growth and quality premium in Asian markets hard to justify, 
while much of the rest of the market remains unattractive due to poor corporate governance 
and a lack of focus on the creation of shareholder value.

Near term Chinese growth to be supported by government stimulus drive
Chinese economic growth, in the short term, will be supported by the current government-
driven infrastructure stimulus. This is a very typical Chinese stimulus in that it is state-owned 
enterprise (SOE) led, and is funded directly or indirectly by the banks – whether it be via the 
large scale issuance of wealth management products, or by the dubious and increasingly 
popular public private partnership (PPP) schemes the local governments have devised to 
keep debt off balance sheet. 

This is giving the Chinese economy a short-term sugar rush but we view this as temporary. 
For the Chinese stockmarket, the stimulus is negative in the medium and longer term as 
more wasteful investment means more destruction of capital and more bad debts. 

Robin Parbrook – Head of Asia ex Japan Equities

 – High valuations attributed to most 
Asian consumer stocks on the basis 
that they will have ‘safe’ earnings 
growth into perpetuity is misplaced

 – State-led fiscal spending in China 
will be negative for its stockmarket 
in the medium and long term

 – With yield still in short supply, 
we are focusing more on office 
property in constrained markets 
like Hong Kong and telecoms 
names in developed markets

“The feedback loop from 
a stronger greenback and 
higher US rates will tighten 
domestic liquidity in Asia 
and this will hurt unhedged 
dollar borrowers.”
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Chart 1: Including local government borrowing Chinese credit growth is seeing a 
rapid acceleration – more bubbles are building 

Source: People’s Bank of China, Chinabond, Schroders

China to follow Japan 1990s model in the longer term
We now expect that like Japan post-its bubble, the Chinese Government will use periodic fiscal 
stimulus packages to offset a sluggish and deflation-prone economy. This will lead to a rapid 
accumulation of government debt. The only difference being that the Chinese authorities may 
pretend the debt is held in the private sector, via the SOEs and Local Government Investment 
Vehicles (LGIVs), whereas it is quite clear, that the large and accumulating bad debts in the 
banking system will end up on the government’s balance sheet.

The lack of reform and serial bubble-blowing means long-term vulnerabilities are rising. 
PPPs are just a more distorted version of LGIVs and the cement and steel consumption 
charts we have flagged so many times just reiterate this is among the biggest bubbles we 
will see in our investment careers.

Chart 2: Stimulus-distorted cement demand over the last eight years 

Source: WIND, CEIC, National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), China Cement Association (CCA), Digital Cement (DC), UBS 
estimates, October 2016.

Turning to more recent events, the latest bout of US dollar strength post-election has 
been driven by hopes that President-elect Trump’s proposed mix of policies (tax cuts, 
deregulation, infrastructure spending etc.) will be reflationary1 for the US economy and 
lead the Federal Reserve (Fed) to hike rates more aggressively. This will have conflicting 
influences for Asia ex-Japan markets.

The feedback loop from a stronger greenback and higher US rates will tighten domestic 
liquidity in Asia and this will hurt unhedged dollar borrowers. Likely outflows of ‘hot’ money – 
as we have seen recently, will pressure Asian currencies, domestic bonds and stockmarkets.

1  Fiscal or monetary policies that are designed to expand a country’s output and curb the effects of defl ation.
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Robin Parbrook –
Head of Asian ex Japan Equities
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However, unlike in past periods where tightening policies were to slow growth and 
constrain inflation, we are now talking about the Fed withdrawing stimulus in response to 
accelerating growth. That is, moving from a period of sub-par growth and dis-inflation in the 
US over the last few years towards a more ‘normal’ environment of healthier US investment 
and consumption.

If this does come through (still a big IF in our view) then this stronger growth backdrop 
could actually see US trade deficits expanding again, Asian export growth picking up and 
an improved flow of US dollars into Asia through these channels – which would be positive 
for many Asian companies and industries.

Trump unpredictability and mixed macro backdrop
What does this mean for the funds? We continue to focus on technology companies in the 
right areas with technology leadership (vision, acoustics, semiconductors), and tread very 
carefully in the consumer space, especially retail where we only think convenience stores 
and selected fashion brands/suppliers focused on fast fashion and new fabrics can do 
well. We stick with the internet winners who are supplying the platforms and content for 
the experiences (and services) that are set to become increasingly sophisticated and, for 
customers, time consuming.

The trickier question is what to do with our property and telecom stocks, both of which face 
challenges in our brave new world. With yield still in short supply and question marks still 
in our minds on the likelihood of sustained reflation we think we stick with them but focus 
more on office property in constrained markets like Hong Kong and in the telecoms space 
focus on the developed markets that have consolidated and moved to a predominantly 
postpaid model (i.e. monthly fixed charging with limits on data usage).

Other sectors we continue to intrinsically like are healthcare and selected branded 
manufacturers that are playing on lifestyle trends (cycling) or can use new technologies to 
materially improve and broaden their products (power tools, auto-electronics). We remain 
cautious on Asian banks, particularly those in North Asia (China, Korea, Taiwan) where we 
think significant bad debt continue to be ‘evergreened’.

We also don’t think commodities stocks are attractive. As mentioned earlier, commodity 
usage (especially cement, steel and coal), are particularly driven by the property and 
infrastructure bubble in China (by far the most commodity-intensive sector globally) 
meaning structural caution is warranted here. It also should be noted that outside of 
Australia serious ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) issues abound in the 
commodity space in Asia.

All in all, we think the macro environment is impossible to predict, so investors should 
instead focus on the long-term fundamentals of companies and the industries in which 
they operate. As we turn the page and look at the new year ahead, and given the market 
reaction to the supposed Brexit and Trump ‘disasters’ in 2016, how we plan to deal with 
macro issues in 2017 can be summed up as simply: expect the unexpected.

“Sectors we continue 
to intrinsically like are 
healthcare and selected 
branded manufacturers 
that are playing on 
lifestyle trends.”
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 – Perceptions of what are ‘safe’ 
assets may reverse in 2017

 – The rally in ‘value’ style 
equities has legs

 – Recent losses in bonds 
are likely to build.

Our multi-manager team looks ahead to 2017, when it expects 
inflation to come to the fore and perceptions of what is a ‘safe’ 
asset to change.

For the last four years, measures of inflation have consistently surprised on the low side 
of expectations. As a result, the primary trend within markets has been to invest in rate-
sensitive investments like bonds, which benefit from low inflation, and their equity 
surrogates which benefit from falling bond yields. 

So stable has been this trend, that such assets now carry an almost irrefutable reputation 
for being ‘safe’. This is the sort of extrapolative thinking that prevails at the mature phase 
of every major bull market. 

So when is a supposedly ‘safe’ asset exposed as a risky investment? In our view, 
there’s a good chance the answer is 2017. 

Our outlook for the coming year is heavily influenced by the likelihood that inflation now 
surprises on the high side for at least a few quarters. This prospect has already instigated 
a significant rotation within the equity market and a sell-off in fixed income (i.e. bonds). 
These new trends have accelerated since the election of Donald Trump.

A climax in the bull market for safety?
A focus of client meetings this year has been how (and inevitably when) the contemporary 
bull market will end. Before we attempt to answer that question, this cycle has to be 
understood for what it is – namely an intense bull market in bonds, with some equities 
benefiting as a consequence.

For context, the cycles that peaked in 2000 and 2007 could be described as pro-growth. 
That is to say it was enthusiasm about expected future growth that underlined the 
willingness of investors to speculate in risky securities. When the growth narrative broke, 
the bull market collapsed. 

The contemporary cycle, by way of contrast, can largely be defined by historically low 
economic growth and low inflation. This backdrop has been far more beneficial to fixed 
income than equities. Although the equity averages have of course moved higher, the 
returns have been concentrated in securities that have bond-like characteristics and 
therefore benefit from falling yields (premium dividend payers with low earnings variability 
and strong balance sheets). This has not been a bull market for more economically 
sensitive groups like mining and banks. At least not until very recently…

In our view, this bull market in safety was always likely to climax with a shift in expectations 
towards better nominal growth. With higher inflation pretty well assured for the first half 
of 2017, Donald Trump’s election has (rightly or wrongly) now given the market a more 
pro-growth narrative on top. For those late to the party, this serves to legitimise the 
momentum we have recently seen in the cycle’s laggards; hence capital begins to flow 
into the beneficiaries of higher growth and out of the incumbent leaders – those assets 
that appeared best-placed only if the world was secularly stagnating. 

Marcus Brookes – Head of Multi-Manager
Robin McDonald – Fund Manager, Multi-Manager

“Our outlook for the 
coming year is heavily 
influenced by the likelihood 
that inflation now surprises 
on the high side for at 
least a few quarters.”

“So when is a supposedly 
‘safe’ asset exposed 
as a risky investment? 
In our view, there’s a 
good chance the answer 
is 2017.” 
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At the risk of being misinterpreted, what we are talking about here is a window of 
opportunity between now and the next recession to benefit from a period of mean reversion, 
as the extreme crowding in bonds, bond proxies and yield plays dissipates and owners of 
those assets suffer drawdowns. 

Outside of an economic slowdown or crisis (for which there are admittedly a few candidates 
– see below), we think it is too risky to remain overinvested in many assets that currently 
bear the safety moniker, but have really just ridden the wave of falling bond yields. This 
includes commercial real estate, infrastructure funds and alternative financing vehicles. 
Cumulatively there is massive over-investment in this space. Valuations are historically 
extreme and the perception of risk is low.

Equities
To summarize our view on equities, we believe the rotation that began in February of this 
year and accelerated post the US election has legs. This is most beneficial towards the 
‘value’1 style, where the majority of our equity assets are currently concentrated.

Fixed income and cash
Quite simply, we believe the short-term losses that investors have suffered in recent months 
have the potential to build and ultimately become quite substantial. Higher inflation is not 
great for zero-yielding cash but is even worse for long duration bonds. Investors need to 
be watching these markets closely, particularly if corporate and low-grade bonds join the 
deterioration in government debt.

Alternatives
We have a number of funds in the portfolios that we believe are set to benefit if the primary 
trend in fixed income has indeed transitioned from one of falling yields. So influential has been 
this trend that one can benefit from its reversal across multiple asset classes. We are exposed 
to a combination of absolute return funds as well as gold, which has historically been a useful 
diversifier during periods of higher inflation. 

Caveat emptor
It would be remiss not to briefly cover off some of the risks that contest not only our position 
towards the market in general but also the views expressed above. 

This outlook is being written ahead of December’s Italian referendum, which kicks-off a 
season of political event risk in Europe. Both Brexit and Trump’s election were seen as 
bearish for the market before they came to pass, yet buying what fleeting dip there was has 
in the short-term been profitable. We would not expect the heightened risk of a eurozone 
break-up, were it to occur, to be taken so calmly.

The European election season represents one risk, but it was only 12 months ago that China 
represented the primary risk for many. Suffice to say that China remains a source of potential 
fragility that investors may once again seek to hedge over the coming 12 months. Such a 
turn would put pressure on commodities for instance.

And finally, we’ll save our last words for President-elect Trump, whose victory has so far 
triggered a powerful and decisive shift in investor expectations. He inherits a divided US 
electorate and an economy in a fragile state. We’ll have to wait and see which policies he 
believes will ‘make America great again’. It’s not impossible, but it is fraught with difficulty. 
Not least in keeping the bond market under control.

1 Value-style investors actively seek stocks they believe the market has undervalued.
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 – Volatility to be heightened in 
2017; there is too much debt 
and not enough growth

 – The companies we favour are 
niche operators in strong markets 
with low balance sheet debt

 – We are excited that select cities are 
well positioned to forge ahead as the 
economic powerhouses of the future.

Volatility is likely in 2017 in a changing landscape for real 
estate, but a long-term focus on the strongest companies 
in the strongest global cities should prove beneficial.

The economic and political landscape continues to change, but perhaps not as profoundly 
as the headlines would lead us to believe.

We were fairly confident that 2016 would be a better year in listed real estate markets 
based on ‘lower for longer’ in the bond markets. As with any prediction, the best outcome 
when making one is to be partially right. The markets are up, despite a recent pullback.

The low bond yield environment for the first eight months of the year has been very supportive 
of global markets. As we move into 2017, we do think volatility will be heightened. The reason 
is clear – there is too much debt in the system and not enough growth. The key point is that if 
growth doesn’t materialise, central banks will want to continue to suppress rates. 

Seeking the strongest cities
What does this mean for the global cities we invest in? As ever, seeking to invest in the 
strongest real estate markets can outweigh the scaremongering of newspaper headlines. 

We not only look for the strongest cities, but the strongest companies in the strongest 
sub-markets of those cities. We look for demand trends where new supply cannot impact. 

We see many reasons for optimism, on the basis of the markets we invest in, as shown 
in the 10-year cumulative GDP growth forecasts in the chart below. 

We are excited that select cities are well-positioned to forge ahead as the economic 
powerhouses of the future. These cities have all the ingredients to sustain growth: 
a broad economy; low supply; good infrastructure; and excellent higher education.

Figure 1: Cities grow faster 

Source: Schroders, Oxford Economics. Chart shows 10 year cumulative GDP growth forecast from 
31 December 2015. For illustrative purposes only and should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy or sell.

Hugo Machin – Co-Head of Global Real Estate Securities
Tom Walker – Co-Head of Global Real Estate Securities

“The stress will be in 
markets that are less 
insulated and owning 
assets that are not 
actively managed.” 

“We not only look for the 
strongest cities in which to 
invest, but the strongest 
companies in the strongest 
sub-markets of those cities.”

United States: + 29%

San Francisco: +36%

Boston: +35%

Sweden: +21%

Stockholm: +28%
United Kingdom: +28%

London: +34%

Shanghai: +72%
Japan: +9%

Tokyo: +12%

China: +67%
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If the global economy turns sour we would remain unruffled and continue to focus on a long-
term approach. The short-term noise can be unsettling but it can also provide opportunity.

Niche operators
The companies we favor are niche operators in strong markets with low balance sheet debt. 
This means the corporate structure is stable and, operationally, the company should have an 
informational advantage. A business that exhibits these characteristics is in a better position 
than one that looks to play a rate spread (i.e. simply target assets with 
the highest yields) to create ‘value’.

We believe it is important to look at the real estate value chain in a global city. For example, 
each city is its own economy with interdependent real estate sub-sectors: residential, retail, 
office, storage, data centres, and industrial. Each sub-sector will mutually benefit from being 
in that location. We believe companies that know how to exploit this value chain in a favored 
location stand to benefit.

The real estate landscape is changing quickly. Customers demand buildings that promote 
greater idea sharing, retailers provide ‘just in time’ and experiential services, apartment 
owners provide amenities to occupiers. Companies we invest in are reacting to this 
demand. It is no longer, as a real estate investor, sufficient to buy a building (on a long 
lease) using cheap debt and expect a good return. This is because the economic return 
becomes a function of interest rate movement not asset management.

The road ahead
We look ahead with confidence. Global political and economic issues are inevitable. 
The stress will be in markets that are less insulated and owning assets that are not 
actively managed. We do not see much supply in the markets we invest in, nor do we 
see tenant demand grinding to a halt. Moreover, we are convinced by the draw card of 
global cities which should ultimately benefit the companies we invest in.

Hugo Machin and Tom Walker – 
Co-Heads of Global Real 
Estate Securities

Tom and Hugo are fund managers 
for Global Real Estate Securities. Both 
joined Schroders in July 2014 and 
have over 16 years of experience. 
Tom graduated with a BA in Politics 
from University of Newcastle Upon 
Tyne and a Graduate Diploma in 
Real Estate from London South 
Bank University. He is also a Member 
of the Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors (MRICS). Hugo holds a 
BA Hons in English Literature from 
Durham University, MSc in Real Estate 
Finance and Investment from Reading 
University and a Diploma in Cross 
Border Valuation from Oxford Said 
Business School.
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In what will likely be another volatile year, we will continue to 
favor US dollar-denominated credit.

As an eventful 2016 comes to a close, we look ahead to what may be an even more 
eventful 2017. The political shocks seen in the UK and the US may move to the eurozone, 
where four elections are scheduled to take place in 2017. These events are likely to continue 
to impact capital markets globally in the coming year.

Global credit markets are likely to be driven by a number of factors.

President Trump
The president-in-waiting is a decidedly unconventional politician espousing sometimes 
radical domestic and foreign policies. The US will likely be a source of volatility in the coming 
year; however, certain macroeconomic policies currently under consideration may also serve 
as a positive catalyst for the US economy.

The eurozone
The eurozone continues to deal with populist unrest which could trigger dramatic political 
changes via upcoming elections in the Netherlands, France, Germany and Italy. Tepid 
economic growth and a banking system that continues to face challenges nearly a 
decade on from the global credit crisis continue to pose profound challenges for 
the union.

Brexit
Hard? Soft? Mushy? Whatever the outcome, the negotiation process is likely to be fraught 
with challenges for both sides of the bargaining table. Making a case that this is a near-term 
positive for either the UK or the eurozone is not plausible to us.

Globalization
Globalization remains a topic impacting the political discourse. Protectionist policies could 
be very disruptive to the global economy, and inflationary for many import-
oriented economies.

Fundamentals
Corporate credit fundamentals continue to vary by region. However, pro-growth economic 
policies from the new US administration coupled with corporate tax reform may be quite 
supportive and could extend this credit cycle1. 

Capital flows
Quantitative easing from the European Central Bank, Bank of Japan and Bank of England 
have driven government bond yields to 0% or below. Fixed income investors have been 
driven to higher yielding markets, such as the US. We are intently focused on these capital 
flows and believe they should be a significant driver of returns across markets in 2017 as 
they have been over the past year.
1  The term ‘credit cycle’ refers to how easily borrowers can access credit. When credit is readily available, interest rates are 

generally low, so paying for loans is easier. When interest rates start to rise, credit becomes harder to secure.

Rick Rezek – Portfolio Manager, US Fixed Income

 – Volatility will be the rule rather 
than the exception in 2017

 – Corporate credit fundamentals 
continue to vary by region

 – US dollar-denominated corporate 
bonds more attractive than 
euro-denominated

“The US will likely be a 
source of volatility in the 
coming year; however, 
certain macroeconomic 
policies currently under 
consideration may also 
serve as a positive catalyst 
for the US economy.”

“We favor US dollar-
denominated credit, 
primarily investment 
grade but with some 
exposure to high yield 
and emerging markets.”
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Investment opportunities and risks
We continue to largely avoid euro-denominated fixed income. All-in yields of less than 1% 
and spreads which are tighter than those in the US or UK are unappealing to us and do not 
compensate investors for the risks noted earlier.

Instead, we favor US dollar-denominated corporate bonds, primarily investment grade1 but 
with some exposure to high yield2 and emerging markets. In the near term, we expect capital 
to continue to flow into the US credit sectors from Asian and European investors and believe 
that yields and spreads in this market are more attractive than many other markets.

Within the banking sector we favor the US over the eurozone. We remain positive on the 
US banking sector as rising government bond yields and the potential for less punitive 
regulation should benefit bank profitability in the US.

The energy sector was the stellar performer in 2016. We continue to believe that this sector 
should perform well in 2017, but not nearly to the degree we had experienced in 2016.

The sterling corporate bond market performed very well in 2016 in spite of the uncertainty 
surrounding Brexit. We think further opportunities could emerge here in 2017.

Volatility ahead
Although markets enter 2017 with a great deal of uncertainty, we can be fairly certain that 
2017 will be eventful and that volatility will be the rule rather than the exception.

As a result, we are maintaining our overall risk level at the lower end of the range from 
the last several years. Our liquidity position is above average, both to dampen risk and to 
maintain dry powder to take advantage of any opportunities which may arise.

1  Investment grade corporate bonds are the highest quality bonds as assessed by a credit ratings agency. To be 
deemed investment grade, a bond must have a credit rating of at least BBB (Standard& Poor’s) or Baa3 (Moody’s).

2  A high yield bond is a speculative bond with a credit rating below investment grade. Generally, the higher the risk of 
default by the bond issuer, the greater the interest or coupon.

Rick Rezek –
Portfolio Manager, Fixed Income

Rick Rezek is a fixed income portfolio 
manager based in New York. He is 
a member of the Multi-Sector team 
with a specialization in investment-
grade credit. Rick joined Schroders 
in 2013 following the acquisition of 
STW Fixed Income Management, 
where he had worked since 2002. 
At STW, Rick was Principal, Portfolio 
Manager and a member of the team 
responsible for managing $11 billion 
in Multi-Sector portfolios. Prior to 
that, Rick was a Vice President and 
Portfolio Manager at Loomis Sayles, 
Vice President of the Wells Fargo 
Bank Investment Management 
Group and Vice President and 
Portfolio Manager at Duff & Phelps.
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 – Continental markets should see 
rents rise

 – Cities with diverse economies 
can thrive regardless of politics

 – Brexit poses uncertainties for 
London but also opportunities.

Individual cities, rather than countries, should be the focus for 
commercial real estate investing in 2017

The last year has been dominated by two political events: the UK’s vote to leave the EU 
and Donald Trump’s election as US president. Both results reflect a growing concern that 
the majority of people are failing to benefit from free trade, globalization, immigration and 
government austerity. 

Moreover, populist parties are gaining ground in Europe, and while they may not win next 
year’s elections in France, Germany and the Netherlands, some of their policies are likely to 
influence mainstream parties. 

What does this shift to isolationism mean for commercial real estate across Europe and 
real restate strategies?

London faces some opportunities as well as uncertainty
Starting with Brexit, the uncertainty over the UK’s future trading arrangements with the 
EU and free movement of people raises a question mark over London’s role as a centre 
for international business. On a positive note, several big US technology companies have 
re-affirmed their commitment to London, citing the city’s large pool of creative people with 
skills in IT and digital media. 

Likewise, London is developing into a major hub for life sciences, helped by the UK’s 
leading role in stem cell research and by the recent opening of the Francis Crick Institute 
and Imperial College London’s new campus at White City. These factors, along with the 
talent pool, legal systems, time zone and established markets, continue to provide the UK 
with real competitive advantages.

However, on the downside, there is a real risk that some banks and other financial services 
based in London will lose guaranteed access to the EU and that some activities (e.g. 
trading in euro-denominated securities) will be switched to the continent. If that were 
to happen, then the lawyers and other professionals who work with the banks would 
probably follow and the loss of highly paid jobs would affect London’s office market as well 
as retail, residential and industrial assets. 

The risk of this may be heightened if negotiations with the EU were to stumble and 
the UK then faces the prospect of losing its privileged access to the single market 
– a so-called hard Brexit.

Continental cities will do well but limited Brexit boost 
The impact of the above is that Brexit could boost the demand for space in Amsterdam, 
Dublin, Frankfurt, Paris and other European cities. However, we expect the impact to be 
limited. In part this is because the investment banks will take a long hard look at their 
current operations in London and close those that are marginally profitable. 

This arguably would have occurred without Brexit. Also, in part it is because financial 
services are likely to invest more in software robots and automated trading.

Duncan Owen – Global Head of Real Estate

“We favor investing in 
those cities which have 
diverse economies, strong 
universities and good 
infrastructure.”
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Trade wars and politics are potential risks
So what are the consequences of Donald Trump’s victory and the growth of populist 
parties across Europe? One outside risk is a damaging trade war between the US and 
China, with Europe caught in the middle. The US accounts for 15% and 22% of eurozone 
and UK exports, respectively.

A second potential risk is a political shock, such as a National Front win in France, 
which then leads to a jump in bond and real estate yields. Schroders’ central outlook is 
that long-dated bond yields in Europe will rise modestly by 0.5-0.75% over the next couple 
of years. Neither the European Central Bank, nor the Bank of England is in a hurry to raise 
interest rates and probably most of the increase will be due to higher bond yields in the US 
(assuming Donald Trump keeps to his election promise to cut taxes and simultaneously 
increase infrastructure investment). 

Under this scenario, we expect that European real estate values (and yields) will be broadly 
flat over the next couple of years. This is because the current gap over bond yields at 4% 
is well above its long-term average of 2%. Also, most continental markets should see an 
increase in rents, assuming the eurozone economy continues to grow.

Focus on “winning” cities with diverse economies
How should real estate investors proceed? One response might to be to adopt a national 
model and avoid countries where populist parties are likely to take power. However, the 
difficulty with this is that it is a blunt approach. Opinion polls can be unreliable and investors 
might be left with a very small set of markets (e.g. Germany, Ireland). 

An alternative strategy, which we favor, is to focus on those cities which have diverse 
economies, strong universities and good infrastructure. These cities are likely to continue 
to attract businesses, almost regardless of politics. They are centres where people wish to 
live and work. 

In the UK, we prefer office and industrial assets in Brighton, Bristol, Cambridge, Leeds, 
Manchester, Oxford, Milton Keynes and Reading. We also continue to monitor the London 
office market and are ready to invest in a small number of specific locations. On the 
continent, we favor Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels, Hamburg, Lyon, Madrid, Munich, Paris, 
Stockholm and Stuttgart. 

Duncan Owen –
Global Head of Real Estate

Duncan Owen is the Global Head 
of Real Estate at Schroders, the 
role has responsibility for providing 
leadership and developing the 
growth strategy of the business as 
well as its investment direction. He 
chairs the Real Estate Investment 
Committee and sits on the Schroders 
Global Investment Committee. 
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Schroder REIT. He joined Schroders 
in 2012 and is based in London.

With over 25 years of Real Estate 
experience, Duncan is an FCA 
approved person and a member 
of the British Property Federation 
Policy Committee. He is the 
Non Executive Chairman of 
Monument Asset Management.
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